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"Human Achieveru Awa[il"
The Human Achievers Foundation felicitated Mrs. Laurina D'Cruz and
Mrs. Valerie Freese on the 6th of March for their exemplary work in
the field of ed ucation.

Mrs. Valerie Freese has been teaching since
L964. She has served the cause of education
for over 48 years with total commitment. She
is a teacher to the core and has been a source
of inspiration not only to the children that are
placed in her care, but also to the members of
the staff serving under her. Presently she is
the Headmistress of the Bishop's School Pune,
and the Bishop's Co-Ed School, Kalyaninagar.

Mrs. Laurina D'cruz has been associated
with education since the last 47 years.

Her forte has been teaching and training
teachers at the Junior school level, She joined
the St. Mary's College of Education in 1979. In
the year L987 she took up the mantle of
Principal and has been actively involved with
all aspects of teaching, training and
curriculum planning for the last 25 years. Mrs

D'cruz epitomizes dedication and diligence.
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FROM THI CEO'S DESK

Warm Greetings to the Members of the Governing Body, the Headmaster, Supervisor, parents,

staff and my dear students.

Our Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri has grown in leaps and bounds! It was not long ago when I
used to visit our "site" back in 2006 and now we stand, a flourishing, full-fledged and well-
equipped school with more than 3300 students on our rolls and still counting!! It is with great
pleasure and pride I inform you that our very first batch of Class X students will be appearing
forthe ICSE Examinations in the coming year, March 20L2 and with the dedicated tutoring and
guidance they are receiving from our committed staff, we are confident of their procuring
outstanding results, keeping our Banner flying high !

My warm appreciation and congratulations to the Heads, their enthusiastic team of staff
members and students for the smooth and successful conduction of the many co-curricular
events, both at the Inter-House and Inter-School levels, where our students have been
encouraged every step of the way, and have performed brilliantly, We have always attempted
to try and accommodate as many children as we possibly can to participate in our various
events as we believe every child deserves a chance!



FROM THE CEO'S DESK

I would specially like to thank our Headmaster, Mr Henry Soggee for his methodical and
untiring efforts in the smooth functioning of the School and the Junior School Supervisor; Mrs
Melissa Fernandes for efficiently running the Junior Wing. A note of appreciation to all our
HODs, teaching staff, the Office Staff, the Estate Department, the Medical Department and
the Support Staff for executing their duties conscientiously and effectively. I am sure with
your continued enthusiastic efforts, team-work and co-operation, our School will reach even
greater heights and new horizons!

I have a special request for parents - Please do not pressurize your child to attain A+
results...each child has his or her own aptitude and they need to enjoy the gift of being a child I

Here I would like to quote Ned Rorem, a great composer and diarist: "Arguably, no artist
grows up: If he sheds the perceptions of childhood, he ceases being an artist."

May God shower his choicest blessings on each one of us, as we move together in this noble
cause of imparting education, endeavouring to mould young minds and develop them into
responsible and respectable citizens of our country.

God Bless!

Frank Freese
CEO & Hon. Secretary
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With the passing of time one gains experiences that chip away at the rough shapeless rock of
what we are, bringing it to the eventual form that makes us complete sculpted personalities.

Exposure to the multitudinous influences that act upon a child, find their way into his manner

of expression, in all forms. This year has brought with it the opportunities that have played

their part in the lives of our children, having made their presence felt in the visual, artistic and

writing skills of the contributing students.

As many as could be fitted, will find their original work in the pages of 'The Crozier'for this
year. I trust that it will give readers and parents the kind of delight that comes from seeing not

only the work of their children but that of budding literary and artistic prodigies.

This has come about through concerted effort, for"The bee that gets the honey doesn't hang

around the hive"... these contributors to the annual school magazine have worked to acquire
the sweetness of a well rewarded task.

Between the covers of 'The Crozier'you will find much photographic evidence of the many

extra-curricular activities that help in the molding of a Bishopite, I trust that you have been to
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FROM THE HEADMASTER'S DESK

our website and viewed the many hundreds of pictures that show your children & ours,
engaged in worthwhile activity, we have chosen only a few for want of space. To the many
individuals who have contributed towards the comprehensiveness of our education in The
Bishop's Co-Ed School- Undri, your labours will not only be seen in the visuals and articles, but
will live on in the skills towards which you have guided the potential of these young aspirants,

The final print of the magazine would not have been possible but for some excellent teamwork
of a dedicated group of editorial staff, I would like to acknowledge the strivings of not only the
children but also the teachers & class coordinators who assisted in editing, the computer staff-
Mrs. Thakur, Mrs. Ajwani & Mrs. Mathew, who with Mrs. Namita Pandya (parent of Akshat
Pandya); students, Monica Kawade, Kareena &Kathreena Koilpillai - puttogetherthe layout
of the many impressive pages, to Ravi Kawade for doing the cover work, and for the winning
cover design by Darlene Mascarenhas of Class IX, finally one must acknowledge the work
done by Mr, Gaynor of compiling all the material collected into a memorable book that will be

a worthwhile collector's item and a record of our progress towards the realms of educational
excellence.

Happy reading!

HENRY R. SOGGEE
(Headmaster)
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THE ESSENCE OF TEAMWORK

As I look at the past year and all the successful activities we have had, I am filled with feelings
of gratitude and satisfaction. I ask myself; what makes our working together such a great
success? I cannot but attribute it to the bonding and cohesion that we experience among the
staff at Bishop's Undri. Our cohesion networking and teamwork with parents, teachers,
students, supportstaff, wellwishers and benefactors has been the cornerstone of ourgrowth
and success where each one is free to contribute his / her best. We have a great openness and
desire for interpersonal interaction with one another that adds to our accomplishment and
satisfaction. The achievements of Bishop's Undri academically or infra-structural are due to
our team efforts. I am amazed by the 'give and take' we enjoy in all aspects of our life at the
school and our flexibility to adapt to each others strengths, needs and weaknesses.

"Life has to be understood backwards, but has to be lived forwards." Within working hours at
school we have various extracurricular activities that require our special attention and effort,
besides academic excellence which is our goal. Sometimes multiple events and activities
bring added pressure on our time and energy which fade into insignificance when our students
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FROM THE SUPERVISOR'S DESK

excel and bloom into versatile human beings. Yesterday is only a dream. Tomorrow is only a

vision. But today well lived makes every yesterday a dream of happiness and every tomorrow

a vision of hope. And this is my hope for the Bishop's co-ed school, Undri. My message to my

family in Undri is...

There are three things to Love-BEAUTY HONESTY AND SIMPLICIry

Three things to control-TEMPER, THE TONGUE AND TEMPTATION

Three things to maintain-FEELINGS FOR YOUR FELLOWMEN, FRIENDSHID AND KEPT

PROM ISES.... .which together spel ls INTEGRITY'

With a sense of fulfillment for the year gone by, I wish to thank our CEO and HON'SECY Mr.

FRANK R FREESE for his leadership, vision, prayers, support and guidance at all times, our

Headmaster Mr. H, SOGGEE for his words of wisdom and inspiration and the administrative

team. I conclude with a saYing,

*IF EVERYONE IS MOVING FORWARD TOGETHER, THEN SUCCESS TAKES CARE OF ITSELF"

MELISSA FERNANDES
(Junior School SuPervisor)
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FOUNDER'S DAY

Founder's Day is a perfect time to renew the dedication to the vision of the institution that was
defined by our Founding Principal and C.E,O, Mr. Frank Freese. Each year in February the
school honours the Founding Principal and C.E,O along with the heads of our institution,
Through special programmes and events, we attempt to increase the awareness of the
school's activities, achievements, goals and highlight any accomplishment.

It is an appropriate time to show our appreciation to our Founding Principal and C.E.O and all
those who work with the institution like our Governing Body Members and members of our
P.T.A,, who are dedicated advocates for children, Donations by way of dry rations, toiletries
are collected and distributed to the Home forthe Aged and to various orphanages.

At the onset of the celebrations on the 5th of February 20L1, to mark the event, a
Thanksgiving Service was conducted. The solemn service was attended by Our Founding
Principal and C,E.O, The Governing Body Members and members of the Staff. The School
Captains and House Captains carried the school flags with pride and confidence as a mark of
their allegiance to the institution.
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sTH FOUNDER'S DAY

There was a soul-stirring rendition of hymns by the school choir and the staff choir followed by
a lovely message by Pastor Sumesh Jacob who told the students to fire their imagination and
relentlessly pursue knowledge in their lives. He also stressed on the purity of the mind and self
discipline. Guests and staff were served tea after the service. A friendly throwball match
between the staff and students was held, followed by an entertaining game of seven tiles
played by the staff members,

The highlight of the day's programme was the'Vibrantly Colourful Psychedelic Fantasy Night'.
Invitees and members of the staff came dressed forthe occasion.

The decor and motifs, all reflected the fantasy theme. There was a buzz of excitement and
cameras flashed at each sensational representation of the period. The live band offered
exhilarating music to dance to and a variety of games were organized to entertain the guests.
The evening culminated with a sumptuous dinner with everyone enjoying the delicious dishes
that were served.

The entire day's programme was co-ordinated by our lively Headmaster, Mr. H. Soggee aided
by our Supervisor, Mrs, M. Fernandes, Assistant to the Headmaster, Mr. C. Gaynor along with
Mrs. M. Khatri, Mr. S. Francis the other hardworking Heads, not forgetting the strong but quiet
support from Mrs. H. Soggee. We look forward to celebrating our next Founder's Day.

Mrs. M. Freese
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The Chief Guest seated with
our C.E.O. & Hon. Secretarv.
Mr. Frank Freese,
Headmaster, Mr. H. Soggee and
the Administrative Staff of Undri

A small token of appreciation for the
Chief Guest, Mr. Bal Chakranarayan
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The Staff Choir performing for
the Parents and Students
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PRIZI DAY

A young achiever collecting her Prize from
Mrs. Chakranarayan.

Mrunal Paygude, receiving the award for
being "The Best Throw Ball Player of the year".

Inter-House Discipline Trophy being presented
to Satvik Maurya, Captain of Wintle House and
Aniket Mishra, Captain of Young House.



PRIZE DAY

Our C.E,O & Hon. Secretary,
Mr. Frank Freese & Mrs. Freese,
present the "Freese Cup" for the

Best Boy, to Akash Shukla

Our C.E.O & Hon. Secretary
Mr. Frank Freese & Mrs. Freese,
present the "Freese Cup" for the

Best Girl, to Farah Pankhania

The Cock House Winners - Young House
Captain, Aniket Mishra and
Vice Captain, Anuja Watve collecting the
trophy from the Chief Guest,
Mr. Bal Chakranarayan
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Sometimes tf e most important events aren't those that are the biggest, the mos[ flashy and

cublic:ized events, but those that are simple, solemn and disciplined^ The Prefect Investtture
Cerenony he d on the 16 th of July 2OIA, in the stiit area of Building 3, of the tsishop's Co-Ed

School, Undri was one such event.

It wa; held on a fresh, pleasant summer morning with all the parents, studerrts and stafi
seated well in time. Everyone waited with a bated breath for the ceremony to commence. l-he

C.E.C, and Hcn, Secretary of The Blshop's Schools, Mr. Frank Freese and Mrs" V" Freese qi-,tcea

the o:casion, Tlre ceremony began with the C.E.O. presenting the flags tc the Head B*v,
Kishan Koradiya, Head Girl, Rashi Goyal and the House Captains. After the oath was lakei' i-',

the various Captains, Vice Captains and Prefects, the C.E.O. addressed the cfftc.e beai-erc

stating that it was an oath of honour and responsibility that they would treasure ail thetr iivels

Our C.E.O. Ml'. Frank Freese reminded them to uphold the rules, values and traditions ot The

Bishop's School which have been built up over the years and to do their duty wt[h Lltmost

since-ity. He turther reposed his trust in them by saying that he was sure that they wlruld

19



PRIFECT INVISTITURE CEREMONY

always uphold the faith and trust being bestowed on them. The C.E.O. distributed the badges
and the ties. Afterthe vote of thanks the C,E.O. ended the memorable morning with a prayer,

The office bearers are as follows
Head Boy : Kishan Koradiya
Head Girl : Rashi Goyal

House Captains :

O'Connor-Captain : Advait Taware,Vice Captain : Insiya Kachwala
Rae-Captain : Akarsh Shukla,Vice Captain : Sagarika Rukari
Wintle-Captain : Satvik Maurya,Vice Captain : Mrunal Paygude
Young-Captain : Aniket Mishra,Vice Captain : Anuja Watve

Mrs. R. Negi

Head Boy - Kishan Koradiya and Head Girl Rashi Goyal lead the colour party

h
The
t-

Head Boy, Head

-

Girl and House Captains and
rulifi,l "t

20

Vice-Captains take the oath
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To lead with honour - Our Head Boy, Kishen Koradiya
receiving the School Flag, from our CEO & Hon Secretary,

Mr. Frank Freese

$

Our C.E.O. & Hon Secretary,
Mr. Frank Freese,

bestowing responsibilities on the prefects

..b
w

--w

CEO & Hon Secretary, Headmaster and Administrative Heads join in the singing.

ffiJffiruI
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PHOTO GAIIERY

A traditional welcome for our
Chief Guest, Hon. Secretary

Mr. Frank Freese.

The celebrant, Rev. Rathore along with
the C.E,O. Mr. Frank Freese and

the Administrative Heads of
The Bishops Schools, at the
Candlelight Service at Undri

Maharashtra Day -
Rangoli, bringing out the

festive colours.

22
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PHOTO GAIIERY

Our little ones in fancy dress
on Republic Day

Together we stand,
never letting our colours fall,

Marlon and Nemo
"Lest we lose our way....."
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PHOTO GALTERY

The torch bearers led by the
Games Captain, Vaibhav Bandal

and Vice -Games Captain,
Pallavi Marni on Sports Day.

I &x--

A friendly handshake
with the VIBGYOR team before a

Football match

Winners all the way :

The pride of Undri,
marching ahead.

I-' *** 
o t\
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PHOTO GAtt[RY

The Bishop's School Staff -
singing in harmony at the

Candle light Service held at
The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri

A trophy to envy,
T-20 Cricket.

The teams meet the
CEO & Hon. Sec.

Mr. Frank Freese along with
the Headmaster, Mr. H. Soggee.
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PHOTO GAIIERY

The young ones of O'Connor House
present the song, "Knock Three Times"

Its not just drumming and
strumming - it's the art of singing.

'Give me all your lovei Rae House juniors,
singing the popular song, "Hands up".





WINTTE HOUSE RIPORT

, *"'&
Wintle House Captain, Satvik Maurya and Rashi Goyal with their House Master, Mr. A, Maity,

Asst. House Mistress, Mrs. M. Freese and House teacher, Mrs, C. Gaynor, receive the trophy for
the Singing Competition from the C,E.O, & Hoh. Secretary Mr, Frank Freese and Mrs. Freese

The academic year 2010-11 has proved to be a successful one for the Wintle House. The year
started with a lot of enthusiasm in order to win the Inter-House Football Championship,
leading to maximum participation and team spirit. We started off pretty well and gave our best
performance in football and won the Championship,

As soon as football was over, it was time to train voices for the Inter-House Singing
Competition which has always been considered as the much awaited and most exciting event
of the school calendar. This event gave the children an opportunity for mass participation,
exhibit talents and showmanship and most importantly to win laurels for their respective
Houses with their melodious voices,

The outstanding and stunning performance of Kryselle Martis and Kareena Koilpillai who sang
"Top of the world" ensured that our house bagged the first position in this competition. My
special thanks to the music department, teachers of the Wintle House who were involved in
making this event a major success.

28



WINTLE HOUSE REPORT

Then soon it was time to compete on the tracks of the school playground. Another major
contested event, the Inter House Athletic Meet where we put up a tough fight and ended in the
third place, just missing the runners up title to Young House with a difference of only 1 point.

Nevertheless, we were still declared as the 'Best Marching Squad.'

As the year progressed we worked hard and secured a first and a second place in the
Throwball (Girls) and Volleyball (Boys) Tournaments respectively.

In conclusion, I would like to say that the House displayed great sporting spirit, enthusiasm

and of course sheer entertainment which was much appreciated by both, the participants and

the spectators, Success and failure are a part of any competition, howeve4 "failure teaches

success" and we must not forget that, "When the going gets tough, the tough gets going." Well

done Wintle House! I am sure we will have better accomplishments in the future. Do continue

to put in your utmost, and keep in mind our motto "The Best Is Yet To Be"

Mr. A. Maity

29
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,At the beginning of the academic year 2010-2011, the members ancl staff of the O'Connor
House knew that it was not going to be an easy venture to stay at the top. The fixture began
'with The Inter-House Football Tournament where our Sub-Juniors gave an excellent
performance but could not beat Rae House and stood second while the lleniors stood third and
the Juniors stood fourth.
'fhe Table Tennis had us up with a landslide victory over all other houses. Our boys as well as
rgirls beat all the other houses and stood first. We s;tood second in T'he Inter-House Chess
Competition and were quite pleased with the performance of our students as the Juniors stood
second and the Seniors stood third.

.tn the much loved game of Cricket, the Seniors stood third while Juniors secured the second
p riace,

tln the whole we stood second. We were quite disappointed with ourathletes as we could not
cope wlth the high standard which we had set for ourselves over the last three years.
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O'CONNOR HOUSE REPORT

The Inter-House Athletics saw the Junior Division in second place while the Seniors stood

fou rth,

The tug of war was extremely exciting as our Girls team managed to win it again! Though we

stood fourth in, The Inter-House singing Competition, we were tough competition, to the

other houses.

We believe that we will surely improve and will do much better next year. In the Inter- House

Extempore Competition, O'Connor House bagged the second place. A new addition to the

academic year was, 'The Inter-House Debate Competition', Our House was a cut above the

rest and was ranked as the Top Debating House,

I thank and congratulate The House Captains, students, PTI's as well as the teachers who

supported me in organizing and conducting games. I also thank all the teachers of our House

for their support and encouragement. We are certain to accomplish more feats and success

the next year and live up to our motto "Every child Every chance Everyday."

Mr. G. George



YOUNG HOUSE RIPORT

"The more I practice, the luckier I get".
The melodious voices of the Young House choir

"Building better citizens for tomorrow."

"The more you sweat in Practice, the less you bleed in Battle".

Keeping in mind the above quote, the students of the Young house enthusiastically
participated in various events held through the year and won laurels for the House.
Leadership is a quality that can be realized as to achieve an extraordinary position for one's
self and lead the way for others.

Besides great difficulties of holding a new post in the Young house, our House Captain, Aniket
Mishra along with Vice Captain, Anuja Watve did a fantastic job in achieving success foryoung
House.

The Young House was proud of Vaibhav Bandal who was appointed the School Sports Captain
with Pallavi Marni as the Sports Vice Captain. Success is the aim that lies in the eyes of each
and every student of Young House. Every capable student was given a chance to participate
and put in their best.

rv
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YOUNG HOUSE RTPORT

The Academic Year's fixture began with the Inter-House Football Tournament and the Junior
Division of Young House led the points table and carried away the trophy. In Table Tennis we

worked hard and secured the third position. In the Inter House Chess Competition, we out
played the other Houses and won the Champion's Trophy, We also won the Inter House Cricket
Tournament, both at the Senior and Junior levels.

Once again, Young House held its head high, displaying the true sportsman spirit while lifting
the trophies. Another spectacular event of the year was the Inter House Singing Competition.
Our solo singer Kathreena Koilpillai, with her melodious voice, sang 'The Power of Love'. She

was placed second. Overall with great hard work and effort, the House tied for the second

place.

The Annual Sports Meet was held during the month of December. This is the main event which

brings out the very best talent and sportsmanship from the students. A lot of hard work and

tremendous effort was put in by all of the Young House athletes, Even though we did not
secure a position in the March Past, we climbed to the Second position in the overall ratings. In
conclusion, I would like to thank and congratulate the House Captain and Vice Captain, the
students as well as the teachers whose support was invisible but very effective.

I would like to thank the Heads for supporting and guiding us on and off the fields. Young

House has achieved much this year and I hope that it will continue to do the same in years to
come. I conclude by stating that belief is the keyword to every goal, so believe in yourself and

you will achieve your goal. "The more I practice, the luckier I get."

Mr. Ashish Hiwale
House master



RAE HOUSE REPORT

Leadins rro, ,n*'H5#+:,:: ilf;llll;i:l'ii;;ere or Rae House

"Challenges can be stepping stones or stumbling blocks, it's just a matter of how you view
them."

Rae House with the motto, 'We Lead to help others follow' saw another year full of challenges,
opportu nities, ach ievements and d isa ppoi ntments'.

The members of Rae House took on the opportunities with enthusiasm; faced the challenges
with hard work; rejoiced at their achievements and learnt from their failures.

Each student contributed in his or her own way. Every member tried his or her best and
actively participate in every sport and co-curricular activity of the school,

The Captain of Rae House was Akarsh Shukla and the Vice -Captain was Sagarika Rukari.

The games programme for the year 20L0-2OL1 started with football which was keenly
contested. At the end of the tournament, we stood third in the Sub -Juniors and Juniors and
second in the Seniors.

nffiffifiW
IK
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RAE HOUSE REPORT

In the Table Tennis Tournament, Rae House stood second in the Junior category and third in
the Senior category. In the Chess Tournament we stood third.

In the Inter House Cricket Tournament, Rae House stood first in the Junior boys category,

In the Girls Inter House Badminton Tournament, the Senior girls stood third, while they stood

second in the Inter House VolleyballTournament.

Finally, in the Inter House Athletic Meet there was a lot of excitement and tension as the

athletes practiced and gave their best in the events they participated in. They say hard work
pays off and it did, as Rae House won the Inter House Athletic Meet,

I would like to thank all the Heads, Co-ordinators and the staff of Rae House for their constant

support and co-operation throughout the year.

Mr. W. David
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INTER-HOUSE QUIZ

The O'Connor House Team - Darlene Mascarenhas, Saransh Sinha

It is often aptly said that whatever knowledge the school books cannot give you can be made
up for by quizzing. Now a days, quizzing is an integral part of a student's life. It keeps him up
to date with the current scenario of the world. The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri thoroughly
believes that quizzing enhances knowledge and makes learning enjoyable.

The Inter-House Quiz Competition has been one of the most successful events. This year the
competition was held in the month of September,2010. Prior to this contest a written
elimination round was held for all the students from Classes I to IX, giving everyone a fair
chance for everyone to qualify. Students scoring the highest points in each house were
selected to represent the house.

The Inter-House Quiz was conducted by Mrs. C, D'souza, Ms. F. Khan, Mrs. A. Khandelwal,
Mrs. R. Negi, Mrs. A. Kulkarni, and Ms. N. D'cruz. The teachers put in a lot of time and
dedication to make this round more challenging and exciting. The questions were based on
subjects like Science, History, Sports, Literature and Current Affairs. A Mixed Bag and the
Buzzer round were also a part of the quiz.

The Rapid Fire round really had the students ready with their hands on their buzzers. Our
students surprised us with their wealth of knowledge and their ability to exhibit it. Many
questions were thrown open to the audience and correct answers made the competition more
livelier.

Aditi Murti,
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INTER.HOUSE QUIZ

The fight was tough, but eventually we had winners emerging from each house, they were as
follows:

The competition ended with rounds of applause for the winners.

So here's wishing all our future quizzers the very best in all their endeavours.

Ms. N. D'cruz

Class House Winners

Class I O'Connor Jeeshan Shaikh I-A, Harini Vijay Kumar I-G, Rinit Jain I-I

Class II Rae Simarlen Dung II-H, Ishi Singhal II-E, Riddhi Punchal II-C

Class III Wintle Simridha Sinha - III-8, Avneet Saggu III-C, Sachin B. III-F

Class IV Wintle Fatima Kapadia IV-C, Lael John IV-E, Yash Ragure IV-B

Class V VI Young Shreya Singhal-64, Vedant
Shubham Deshpande-6A

Deshmukh-58,

Class VII,
VIII, IX

Rae Karan Vijra VII-B, Aakash Shukla IX-A,
Nikhil Maghrajani IX-A

House Team - Aditya Prasad, AkshayThe Young Pillay, Anantha Hegde



ENGTISH ETOCUTI()N

Elocution is an oratorical or expressive delivery,
including the graces of intonation, gesture, style and
manner of speaking. A rich vocabulary and lot of
conviction is required during an elocution
competition. As a part of our endeavour to imbibe
into the overall personality development of a child,
an Elocution competition was conducted for all the
classes atThe Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri.

The competition was categorised into individual as
well as group participation. The teachers had a tough
time selecting students for the individual category as
many students had good oratory skills. The topics for the competition were different as per the
category or age of the participants, The hard work and dedication of the teachers was evident
on the day of the competition, where the children showcased their talent with great
confidence and delivered the poems selected with excellent expression and intonation.

The kindergarten children came up with very good poems like - Our mothers at the Meeting,
My pig won't let me watch T.V, and The Christmas Sale. Some poems of the primary section
like, A Little Mistake, My teachertook my i-pod, My Grandmother, The Joys of lunk Food and
Granny'sTree Climbing , were highly appreciated,

Our senior section came up with a wide variety of humorous, serious and intellectual poems
with a message. Poems like, Dental disaster, Macavity the Mystery cat, Lord Ullin's daughter
and The Listeners, were outstanding.

The contestants were judged on various parameters like the choice of poems, pronunciation,
diction and clarity of speech, The best orators from each class were selected for first, second
and third position. Every participant was appreciated by our Headmaster, Mr. H. Soggee and
Supervisoq Mrs. M. Fernandes. The judges
praised the effort put in by the participants and
the quality of public speaking delivered by
them. Our Headmaster and Supervisor gave
our young elocutionists some valuable tips on
how to improve their oratory skills,

It was indeed a pleasure to see and hear the
budding talent which exists in our esteemed
institution. Mrs. P. Ganesan Mrs. A. Khandelwal
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HINDI ETOCUTION
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Mrs. P. Bhan, the organiser, seated with the participants,

Kavish shah, Kriti Gupta, Hemal Maniyar and saumya Mathur

The Hindi Elocution was held between 21st and 26th July, 2010.This year the elocution had

two categories, i.e. the Inter-Class Competition and Inter-House Competition. For standard I

to V, it was an Inter-Class Competition. The best recitation from each standard was also

awarded. For standard VI to IX, it was Inter-House Competition. In addition to the Inter-

House Competition, the best speakers from the four houses were also awarded'

The results are as follows:

The results for the Best speakers were

House Name of Student Total Points Position

Young Anantha Hegde L27 1"

O'Connor Aayush Joshi Lt7 2"o

Wintle Hemal Maniyar Lt4 3',.
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HINDI EI,OCUTION

Class Name Of Student Total Points Position
I-C
I-D
I-E
I-G

Suhani Trivedi
Arwa M Zakir

Sagun Agarwal
Krishna Hingane

115
109
L07
t07

1*
2no

3'o

3'o

II-E
II -I
II-H

Ishi Singhal
Gurbani Gambhir
Simarleen Kaur

12t
119
LL2

1"
2"o

3'o

III-C
III-G
III-A
III-F

Vishruti Shah
Riddhiman Maulik
Amartya Josephat

Mugdha Pandey

119
119
111
111

1"
1"
2no

2no

IV-C
IV-D
IV-A

Fatema Kapadia
Aishwarya Iyer
Tanmay Devale

118
Lt7
LL2

1"
2"0

3'o

V-D
v-c
V-A

Archisa Sinhal
Antara Sinha
Preet Agarwal

119
119
109

1*
2no

3'o

The Group results were:

Class Points Position

I-B

I-D

I-E

50

49

48

1"

2no

3'o

II-E

II-I
II-G

L25

723

111

1"

2no

3'o

III-C
III-D
III-E

131

r27
120

1r'

2"0

3ro

IV-C

IV-D

IV-E

46

44

43

1t'

2"0

3'o

V-C

V-A

V-B

48

45

42

1t'

2',o

3',.

The results for classes 6th to 9th were as follows:

House Points Position

O'Connor 223 1r'

Young 223 1r'

Wintle 220 2no

Rae 220 2no

Mrs. Purnima Bhan



INTER.HOUSE DEBATE

Pacharne

Satvik Maurya

J
The Inter-House Debate was introduced for the first time this year, and judging by the

standard of debating displayed by the students it did not seem as though they were

participating for the iirst time. Debates are organized to improve the persuasive skills and

public speaking skills of the students and the participating students of the first edition did

exactly that. Most of the rounds were keenly contested, but a special mention must be made

here of the clash between wintle House and O'Connor House, which was equally enjoyed by

the audience and participants. The rebuttal round saw the students at their wittiest best'

This year the debate was fashioned on the parliamentary style of debating where there were

,p"ui."r, speaking, 'For and Against', the topic with and a Rebuttal round at the end of it. The

inter house debate took off with the "knock-out" rounds, the first between Young House and

Rae House and the second between Wintle House and O'Connor house. The winners clashed

for the first position and the losers of the knock-out rounds clashed for the third position' It
was very clear that the debate competition allowed the students to become more proficient in

speaking, researching, reading and writing skills. It improved their reasoning and

communication skills [oo. The topics given to them were very thoughtfully chosen and the

issues were very close to their life and generation'
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INTER.HOUSE DEBATI

Knock-Out Round-1
Knock-Out Round-2

WINTLE-Rashi Goyal (IX-A),
RAE-Nikhil Meghrajani (IX-A),

All the rounds were held in the stilt area of Building 3 during the Activity period with classes VI
to IX in the audience. Each team was given 3 minutes to speak. Mrs. A. Kulkarni was the
chairperson and the timekeeper and scorer were Mrs. A. Khandelwal and Mrs. S. Kurien
respectively.

The results of each round are listed below:

Round 3 (for first position) First - O'Connor House,
Second - young House

Round 4(for third position) Third - Wintle House,
Fourth - Rae House

House Participants were as follows:

Winner - Young House
Winner - O'Connor House

Kishan Koradiya (IX-A),
Akarsh Shukla (IX-A),

Mrs. Ashvini Kulkarni

Satvik Maurya (IX-A)
Dhruv Vaghani (VII-A)
Shreya Singhal /
Akshay Pillai (VIII-B)

Saransh Sinha (VII-B)

YOUNG-Kaustuv Saikia (VIII-B), Anantha Hegde (VII-B),

O'CONNOR:
Sunidhi Pacharne (IX A),
The results were :

Brendon Edmonds (IX-A),

DATE

24th
Feb

TOPIC

Mobile towers are
scars on the face of

Architecture

HOUSE
(FOR THE
MOTTON)

RAE

HOUSE
(AGAINST THE

MOTTON)

YOUNG

Best
Speaker

Dhruv Vaghani
(RAE)

Best
Supporting
Speaker

Kaustuv Saikia
(YOUNG)

25th
Feb

Two wheeler accidents
are caused by
irresponsible

advertisements

WINTLE O'CONNOR Kishan Koradiya
(wrNTLE)

Saransh Sinha
(o'coNNoR)

2Bth
Feb

Far from being a
blessing cricket

is a curse

YOUNG O'CONNOR Saransh Sinha
(o'coNNoR)

Anantha Hegde
(YOUNG)

1st
Mar

Social Networks are a
blessing for the lonely

WINTLE RAE Satvik Maurya
(wrNrLE)

Akarsh Shukla
(RAE)
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SPETTING COMPETITION

',It pays to increase your word power', is the title of a vocabulary test that appears every

month in the Readers' Digest'

The effective use of a rich vocabulary in English language for the students of our school was

the inventiveness of our Headmaster, Mr. H, Soggee. Therefore, words, their sounds,

pronunciation and their meanings were introduced to the students from the junior section

(class two) up to the senior classes (class eight) through the spelling tests'

Spelling tests held throughout the academic year 2010 - 20L1 were one of the means by

which efforts were made to uplift the standard of their language. And it indeed proved to be a

very effective means as, improvement in the language of most students was quite evident in

their performance at different occasions.

The method of these tests was as follows:

A list of words used to be given a few days in advance to the students of all the divisions of

Class 2 to 8.eg .2A, B, C, D etc. Then on the day announced earlier, a test among the divisions

and classes would be held. The class committing minimum mistakes would be declared the

winners.

There were weekly competitions held regularly throughout the year. The winners received

banners, and at the end of the academic year i.e, in the month of March Classes 2F, 3F, 4C' 5C

and 64 were declared to have performed better and were gifted with chocolate cakes'

our Headmaster, Mr. H. Soggee has been the driving force behind the endeavour of improving

and enriching English as a spoken and written language of our students'

Miss. F. Khan
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NATIONAT SCIENCE DAY

CHEMISTRY BEHIND COMMON SALT (Na.Gt')

't
On 28th February 2OLL, National Science Day was celebrated to mark the discovery of the
Raman Effect by Nobel Laureate Dr. C. V. Raman. The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri rose to the
occasion and celebrated the great Indian scientist's achievement in a befitting manner. The
aim of the celebration was to highlight the achievements of the great scientist and also inspire
the younger generation to follow the footsteps of the great achievers.
The celebrations started with a talk on Science Day during the morning assembly. The
achievements of Dr. Raman were touched upon, as he is a beacon to the budding scientists of
tomorrow' Another glittering part of the celebration were the display boards, Glimpses of the
vision of future scientists from Bishop's, Undri were portrayed on the display boards. The
enticing display boards also portrayed interesting information regarding Dr ,C. V. Raman and
his contribution, optical illusions and some very interesting scientific facts.
As a part of the celebration, an interesting and informative exhibition was also organized in
the Biology lab' The students witnessed how to find the pH value of commonly used things and
some fruits, the chemistry behind common salt, neutralization,
experiments showing properties of light, pin-hole camera, hovercrafts,
working of the solar cooker etc, were some activities which generated
curiosity among the thinking minds of the students,
Another interesting event was the classes conducted by the senior
students for the junior classes. The topics chosen by the budding
scientists and teachers included work and energy, electromagnetism,
osmosis, neutralization, solubility etc. The classes were conducted
proficiently and captured the attention of the attentive class.
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Maharashtra is a state located in India. The word Maharashtra comes from Sanskrit words
Maha meaning Great and Rashtra meaning Nation, thus rendering the name Maharashtra
(Great Nation).The year 2010 was the 50th year of establishment of this great state in which
we live. To commemorate this year; The Bishop's Schools put up a great exhibition on its home
grounds in The Bishop's School, Camp.

This exhibition was put up to showcase the historically beautiful state right from the 17th
century to the 2lst century. This was not an easy task forthe students and the teachers of all
the three schools. After weeks and months of preparations, research, interviews, field trips,
in-house talks by prominent people and enthusiastic hard work, the students were able to put
together their ideas in the form of models and charts. The excitement lingered through the
corridors of the school as the children went about getting their models ready with ideas that
kept flowing in as they worked together as a team which was being carefully watched and

'
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MAHARASHTRA DAY

guided by teachers. This was a wonderful way to get the children to know more about the state

they lived in.

Finally the D-Day arrived, After the traditional lighting of the lamp by our CEO and Honorary

Secretary Mr. Frank Freese, the exhibition was formally declared open.The stalls that were put

up a day before by the student volunteers and teachers wore a festive look. The entire place

was scorching with heat but it could not take away the enthusiasm of the children who were all

out to explain and demonstrate their projects and models to the parents and visitors'

There was more for the visitors as they had the pleasure to see the local village scene that was

put up at the rear end of the field which had a bullock-cart, a potter and a hut in which our

children sat dressed up as villagers doing their daily chores. This was not all. There were the

local dances, the kohli dance and a fusion dance, the students danced on the number Jai Jai

Maharashtra Majha. A Marathi play was also put up which showcased 'Unity

in Diversity.' Not to forget lezims, lavani, Gondhal and Shivaji's coronation

which were some of the highlights on both the days of the programme. The

food stalls had the delicious and mouth watering delicacies of Maharashtra.

The visitors were seen relishing the food and snacks at these counters'

The parents, visitors and learning enthusiasts were full of praise for the

children who had displayed their work in the various stalls and were able to

explain all that they had learnt about Maharashtra, as this exhibition had

showcased the cultural, historical and geographical heritage of our State.

Aman Sharma of Class VIII briefing a parent about
the important monuments of Maharashtra'
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INTER.HOUSE SINGING

Imagine a world without'Music', What if no one sang, no one listened to beautiful melodies or
danced to passionate rhythms. Everyone fully devoted their time pursuing logic,
mathematics, reading, writing and learning science. What if all forms of play would have to
been forbidden, because plays and music arise from the same basic instinct of creativity and
the art to create, to express, to experiment, to be alive! without music it would not be such a
wonderful world. Music is not just an important part of life, music is'life' itself. Music is alive
and by singing and creating sounds it just gives that required essence to become more alive.
Sounds true, doesn't it! Amidst much enthusiasm and gusto, the second Inter House Singing
Competition was held on the 16th October 2OLO, in the stilt area of Building 3.

Our Chief Guest for the competition was none other than our respected CEO & Hon. Sec. Mr:
Frank Freese along with dignified personalities, Mrs. V. Freese and the Heads of the Bishop's
Schools, Camp and Kalyaninagar, To decide the winners of the competition we had our
esteemed judges, Mrs' Marie Benzigar, Pastor Smokey James and Mr. Antonio Fernando.
Assistantto the Headmaster, Mr. C. Gaynorwelcomed and introduced the judges.



INTER.HOUSE SINGING

The competition was divided into four categories :

The Test Piece
Solo, Duet and Trio

1) The Test piece was'The Lord of the Dance'; written by the English songwriter Sydney

carter in 1g67. He adapted the tune from the famous American shaker dance song

',Simple Gifts,'. It was a group song performed by all the 4 houses namely, O'Connor, Rae,

winile and young. All four houses rendered their improvisations in a three part harmony,

which was indeed a remarkable performance and was won by the Wintle House.

2) The second Category was the Junior Group Song, o'Connor House was the first to lead in

this category *itt'l their rendition 'Knock three times' a popular song sung by Tony

orlando and Dawn. While Rae House sang'Hands Up'originally sung by Ottawan,

followed by wintle House having sung 'Boat on the river' by Boney-M and last in this

category was the young House with their song 'Tarzan Boy' sung by Baltimore' In this

category wintle House once again emerged as the winners.

3) The third Category was the Solo, Duets and Trio Vocals. Rae House was the first to lead in

this group. The Trio comprising of Manpreet Kaur, Lillianne John and Krysanne Martis,

sang ,Mississippi' by the Dutch group, Pussycat. The second contestants were Kryselle

Martis and Kareena Koilpillai of Wintle House who enthralled the audience with their

rendition 'Top of the world' by The Carpenters. The third participant was Kathreena

Koilpillai of young House with her rendition 'Power of Love' by Celine Dion and last but not

the least was O'Connor House Trio, comprising of Darlene Mascarenhas, Joel Moses and

Ravikiran Kawade with their song'I just called to say I love you' by Stevie Wonder' Wintle

House once again emerged winners in this category'

4) The last category was the Senior Group Song. To commence this category, we had Wintle

House who sang'one in Love'by A1. Young House was the next in this group with their

song 'yellow River' a popular song recorded by the British band Christie. The third group

was the O,Connor House with their rendition 'When I need you' sung by Leo Sayer and

the last in this category was the Rae House performing 'Making your mind up' by Bucks

Fizz, afoot tapping number and Rae House won this category with ease'

Truly a thrilling performance by the well trained students left the judges spellbound, this

would not have been possible without complete support and encouragement from our

Heads. Our sincere thanks to our Headmaster, Mr. Henry Soggee for his continual

support and guidance, thereby motivating us to realize good quality singing.
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INTER.HOUSE SINGING

Not forgetting the hard efforts of Mr. Chawngmingliana who willingly extended a helping

hand to train the O'Connor House Choir. The House Masters, teachers along with the

Music teachers, who worked together as a team, also presented the song 'Mississippi'

which sounded extremely melodious.

Howeveq this wasn't the end, Bishop's Undri staff who always have surprises up their

sleeves this time performed 'The Blackberry Song' which was rather foot stomping' The

students too enjoyed the performance put up by the ever sporting staff of the Bishop's

School, Undri.

The participants and audience were anxious to know the results which were as follows:

CATEGORY POSITIONS

1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Test Piece Wintle Young O'Connor Rae

Junior GrouP
Song

Wintle Rae O'Connor
and Young

Solo Songs Wintle Young Rae O'Connor

Senior GrouP
Song

Rae Wintle Young
and O'Connor

Overallwinners of the Competition were :

Wintle bagged the first position, while there was a close tie between Rae and Young House for

the second position, followed by O'Connor in the third position'

It is rather heartrending to wind up such wonderful moments which celebrate music and song'

our cEo & Hon. secretary Mr. Frank Freese alongside with Mrs. Freese presented the trophies

to the winners of the competition' The programme concluded with the

Vote of Thanks delivered by our Supervisor Mrs' M. Fernandes who

appreciated the effort put in by the staff and students to make the event a

grand success.
*BISHOP'S UNDRI'S GOT TALENT"

.'The aim and final end of all music should be none other than the glory of

God and the refreshment of the soul." ----- Johann Sebastian Bach'

Mrs. S. Fernandes
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REPUBTIC DAY
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Patriotism can be whitened throughout our nation on 26th January throughout our nation. On
26th January, 1950 our country was declared a free Republic and iis first Government adoptedits own largest Constitution which was framed by a group of elite statesmen, under theguidance of Dr. Baba Saheb Ambedkar.
on the occasion of the 61st Republic Day, our school was decorated with tri-colour flags,
balloons and rangoli, which gave it a festive look, At 9 a,m. our C.E.o. and Hon. Secretary, Mr.Frank Freese was accorded a warm welcome by our Headmaster; Mr. H. Sogge", rtuff,
students and parents, after which a special assembiy was conducted.
Our C.E.O' and Hon. Secretary, Mr. Frank Freese, hoisted the National Flag, which wasfollowed by the National Anthem. Thereafter, the Headboy, Kishan Koradia andlhe Headgirl,
Rashi Goyal spoke about Republic Day. The student's choir group sang a patriotic song inEnglish. Little children wore costumes of the different states of the country, depicting a sense
of 'Unity in Diversity'.
Mr' Frank Freese gave a warm speech, remembering the country's great personalities, whocontributed immensely towards the freedom of the nation. He urge? the 

-

students to draw inspiration from the great leaders and personaiities to
become good leaders in future.
Mr' Frank Freese released the tri-coloured balloons and white pigeons in
the open sky as a mark of freedom and peace. our Headmastei mr. H.
soggee proposed a Vote of Thanks at the end of the progiurr".
Refreshments were served to all present. children relished therefreshments and snacks then went home with their parents and
guardians.

Mrs. Alka Agarwal
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JUNIOR SCH()OT SPORTS DAY
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- The future athletes of Undri.

sports form an integral part in the school curriculum. Let it be the juniors orthe seniors, they

all look forward to this day to showcase their talent on the sports field' The Junior School

sports Day of The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri, was held on the chill morning of B'n December,

2010, at the Jeejeebhoy ground of the Bishop's school, camp. Mrs' Sangeeta Tiwari was the

Chief Guest for the event'

The ground wore a festive look and the tiny tots of the pre-primary section added colour to the

whole atmosphere as they were dressed in colourful attire, keeping to the theme of the

novelty races they were participating in. To name a few of the races - the Frog Prince, Unity in

Diversity, Alice in Wonderland, etc'

The event started at g.00 a.m. with the novelty races, flat races and relays. These events were

conducted class wise and house wise. The spirit of true sportsmanship was evident

everywhere. The excitement was in the air, shared by both students and

parents. The parents and support staff were also able to display their talent

in their respective races, taking them back down memory Iane.

The proceedings came to a closure with a speech delivered by the Chief

Guest, who was enthralled by the novelty races on display, the team spirit

in the relays and the fair competition in the flat races'

The meet closed with the singing of the NationalAnthem.
Mrs. M. Khatri
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SENIOR SCHOOT SPORTS DAY

The 5th Senior Annual Sports Meet & PT Display of the Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri was held

on the Bth of December, 2010 at the Jeejeebhoy Ground of The Bishop's School, Camp in a

frol icsome atmosphere.

Mr. F. Bunyan, Head Master, The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Kalyaninagar, was the Chief Guest for

the occasion,

The event was very well attended as the ground was packed with guests which included

invited dignitaries and Parents'

The event started at 4,00 pm with the flag hoisting and lighting of the ceremonial torch' The

camps thundered with applause as the day's events began with the march past' Every

spectator was enthralled by the excellent co-ordinated march past led by the House Captains'

The effect of months of practice was evident from the marching squads. The march past was

followed by the oath taking ceremony which was done by the Head Boy, Kishen Koradiya. After

this the Chief Guest was introduced and was invited to declare the meet open '

The meet started with athletic events like flat races and relays. These events were conducted

division wise for boys as well as girls. It added to the excitement and thrill not only among the

students but also among the spectators. The spirit of true sportsmanship was evident

everywhere. The races were followed by the Tug of war between the houses which brought to

the closure of the Inter-House competitions'

The most memorable and interesting part was the'Parents' Race' in which most of the parents

participated very enthusiastically .This must have refreshed the memories of their school

days.

This was followed by pT display, 'the torch drill', excellently synchronized to the beat of

Michael Jackson's song'They don't care about us'. The guests enjoyed the drill and cheered

the students on heartilY'

The closing march past by the House contingents followed the PT drill which brought us the

most awaited part of the Sports Meet, the prize distribution ceremony. The trophies were

received by the students for their performances from the Chief Guest amidst thunderous

applause and cheer. The best athlete from division ll to lV, boys and girls, were as follows:
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SENIOR SCHOOT SPORTS DAY

Fastest runners of the meet were as follows:
Fastest Runner ofthe Meet - Boy
Fastest Runner of the Meet - Girl

The March past results
were as follows:

POSITION HOUSE NAME

I
II
III
IV

Wintle - 101,5 Points
Rae - 99 Points
Young - 96 Points
O'Connor - 95 Points

OVERALL
POSITION

HOUSE NAME POINTS

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Rae

Young

Wintle
O'Connor

LOL2

989
988
893

This was followed by the speech of our Chief Guest, Mr. F. Bunyan where he commended the
school for its excellent standard of performance and competition, also sharing examples from
his immense experience in the field of teaching and administration with the
students and guests. our c,E.o and Hon. sec,, Mr. F. Freese also expressed
his appreciation for the excellent show put up by the students and stressed
the importance of participating rather than winning. subsequently there
was beating of retreat and lowering of the flag. The meet closed with the
singing of the NationalAnthem.

Tejas Page

Pallavi Marni

The positions
were

of different Houses
as follows:

with this the 5th senior Annual sports Meet and pr Display of The Bishop's
co-Ed school, Undri came to an end, leaving the entire ground, filled with
parents and other guests, enthralled by the excellent and unforgettable
performances of the students.

Divisions Best Athlete
II

III

IV

V

Boy - Vaibhav Bandal (Young House)
Girl- Mrunal Paygude (Wintle House)
Boy - Tejas Page (Rae House)
Girl - Pallavi Marni (Young House)
Boy - Sankesh Palrecha (O'connor House)
Girls - Sanika Date (O'connor House)
Boy - Bhavin Oswal (O'connor House)
Girl - Arudhati Singh (O'connor House)
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9 TESSON CAROT SERVICE

On the chill and damp evening of the 4th of December; 2010 the Undri Branch of the Bishop's
School was privileged to host the 9th Lesson Carol Service or the "Candle Light Service,'as it is
affectionately called. This was the first time that Bishop's Undri, hosted the Service and every
effort was made to make it an evening to remember.

Red and white poinsettias were the main theme of the d6cor, with plants, both real and hand-
made, placed throughout the campus, ground and stage which recreated a celestial garden of
colourful beauty' The focal point on the stage was an exquisite scene commemorating the
birth of the Lord Jesus Christ.

The Staff Choir looked smart, with colourful scarves - green, red and white - wrapped around
their neck and mistletoe favours pinned at their shoulder. The Student Choirs, singing in 3 part
harmony, had been well trained by their respective music teachers and were ably conducted
by Mr. Vinod James' This is the only time of year that the choirs of the three branches of the
Bishop's School unite in joyful celebration.

The 9th Lesson Carol Service was introduced in 1918, with the first service being held in
Britain on Christmas Eve, at King's College Chapel. It was first broadcast in Lg2B.The Service
includes carols and readings from the Bible.

The Service began with a procession, led by the Celebrant Rev Rathod,and the CEO and Hon.
Sec', Mr' Frank Freese, They were followed by the invitees, staff members, boarders of both
Camp and Kalyaninagar Schools and the combined choir of all three Schools.

Mr. Freese welcomed the congregation after the opening Prayer, The children's choir
comprised the students of the 3 branches of the Bishop's Schools, their voices blending
harmoniously. Staff members, gifted with beautiful singing voices, united together for this
occasion. The lessons were read by the Heads of the schools and the Service was a true
amalgamation of the Bishop's three branches.

Candles flickered on as all the other lights were switched off at the poignant rendition of that
well loved carol 'Silent Night'. Our Undri Children's Choir sang 'The Shepherd Boy' - a song of
the touching offering of a shepherd boy's gift. The vibrant and exultant 'Wake O Earth !' a call
to worship the new born Lord, heralded the end of the service, After the Benediction, the
service came to a solemn end with the strains of,Joy to the World, hanging on the night air.The
VIP's, boarders, Residential Staff, the Office Staff and Support Staff later met for dinner,
provided by the kitchen of the Undri branch.

The Stilt area where the dinner was served was beautifully and tastefully decorated. Each
table was adorned with a centrepiece of fresh flowers and a glowing lamp.
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\ll the events of the evening, the decor and the programmes were carried

lut under the unflagging enthusiasm of our Head Master Mr' H. Soggee,

tur quiet pillar of strength, Mrs, H, Soggee and the effervescent Mrs' M'

=ernandes. Credit and thanks must go to our wonderfully talented Art

)epartment and to the multi tasking, creative ladies of the Pre-Primary

:lasses, for tfreir wonderful work in making the poinsettias and wreaths

rnd ot her florirl decorations'
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Our C.E.O. & Hon. Sec. Mr. Frank Freese,

spreads the rressage of Love & Peace
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Mrs. N. S. Patil

The Celebrant, Rev Rathore, conducting the Service

Seeking happiness at the beautiful
and divine Altar.
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r Iike to be under the sea, in an octopus, garden in the shade...,
The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri, put up the play'Finding Nemo - On skates,,on 31st July
2070, which was a fine example of an exceptional inventiveness. It was daring, hilarious,
exciting and an authentic conception.

Finding Nemo was based on the aquatic animation. The play was performed by one hundred
and fifty students on roller skates and the age group of our budding actors ranged from sevenyears to fifteen years! The brilliant performance of every student left the audiences
spellbound.

The props were hand made by the staff of the pre-primary section and were unparalleled intheir magnificence and stage effect. They added not only colour, but also made the aquaticbackdrop realistic' Scores of characters on skates, their colourful costumes and the well
rehearsed dialogues can never be forgotten. Reminiscing the humane side of ruthless sharrs
carried a subtle message for mankind, a shark in the play pledges, 'I am a nice shark, not a
mindless eating machine. If I'm to change this image, I must firsi change myself.,
The humour in the play when sheldon says, 'I'm H20 intolerant', or even the humour in Dory,s
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amnesia will always linger in the minds of the audience. The background
score and the charming theme songs sung by the school choir were the icing
on the cake. The ethereal style of music with the gentle rippling was perfect
forthe aquatic play. The sudden change to a loud, scary, tension ridden score/
announcing the arrival of the Barracuda and the sharks provided the perfect
ambience of apprehension which undoubtedly portrayed the natural element
of realism in the play. The props, the music and last but not the least, the
perfect actinr; and dialogue delivery by students left the audience
mesmerized.

This grand success was possible because of the creative ideas and valuable
guidance renclered by our Headmasteri Mr. H. Soggee and our Supervisor,
Mrs. M. Fernandes whose inspiration and direction was invaluable.

'I regard the tlreatre as the greatest of all art forms, the most immediate way
in which a hunran beinq can share with anotherthe sense of what it is to be a
human being.'

Mrs. A. Deore

Mrs. M. Pillay
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SCOUTS AND GUIDES

In the following sessions the patrols were formed and the students were divided into various
patrols. The sessions were conducted and various activities were completed by the students.
The Scouts & Guides learnt about the different knots and their uses.

The students were taught the International Morse Code and the wood craft signs. Interesting
games were conducted for them, A Sandwich Making Competition was held for the students
and each patrol put their culinary skills to test and prepared a variety of delicious sandwiches,

The Scouts also did their duty comprising of the guard of honour for various functions like the
Republic Day, Independence Day, the School Concerts and the Singing Competition and on a

number of other occasions. They also carried out a difficult traffic duty during the Concert and
Sports Day. Interesting activities such as needle work, folder making, impromptu acts and
games were conducted in various sessions.

Following the motto 'No scouting without an outing' the students were taken for a Monsoon
hike on 23rd October, 2010 to Lonavala, Bhajje Caves, Lion's point and Mana Shakti. Resource
Centre, This field trip shared moments filled with joy and happiness. In fact 'hiking' is an
opportunity for having fun and adventure of out-of-doors. Scouts & Guides explore nature;
make the students familiar with the topography of new places like the villages, hills, forests
and plains. We were lucky to have an opportunity to go for an overnight camp to Nisarg
Shrushti, Gorhe village in Mulshi on 18th & 19th February ZOIL. The students enjoyed a fun
filled camp in the midst of nature.

They got a first hand experience of staying in the tents and doing night patrolling, cooking.
The students also took on some adventurous sports such as river crossing, mountain climbing
and rifle shooting. Overall, it was an exciting and an adventurous camp which will be an
u nforgetta ble experience,

The Scouts & Guides held their Investiture Ceremony on 28th January 2011, wherein the
freshers were invested for the Pravesh Badge and the seniors were given
the Pratham Badges. The Scouts & Guides also celebrated, 'The Thinking
Day' on 22nd February, in remembrance of Lord Baden Powell's birthday-
The Founder of the Scout Movement throughout the world. To sum up, it
was a fun filled and exciting year for the Scouts and Guides,

Overall In charge Mr. S. Francis. (Co-ordinator),
Mr. F. Fonseca (Scout Master)
Mrs. R. Benjamin.

Mr. Sean Francis
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INTER HOUSE FOOTBATT REPORT

The gaming score board for the academic year 2010-20IL opened with the Inter-House
Football Tournament which commenced on 2nd July,2010 till the 25th August, 2010. The
matches were held on a Round Robin Basis, where a win would give them 3 points and a draw
1 point. The matches were held according to different categories, such as Sub - Juniors,
Juniors & Seniors.

The battle of points began with the seniors followed by the Juniors and then the Sub - Juniors.
It was good to see students with great potential, interest and a fun filled approach towards the
sport.

The points table is as follows:

o'coNNoR RAE WI NTLE YOUNG
SENIORS 2 3 7 2

JUNIORS 1 6 2 7

SUB - JUNIORS 5 3 7 1

TOTAL 08 t2 16 10

OVER ALL POSITION :

1'. Place : WINTLE HOUSE

3'o Place : YOUNG HOUSE

2'o Place : RAE HOUSE

4.N Place : O'CONNOR HOUSE

Like all the other games and sports the performance of football depends
on a large number of variables and due to this it is very complex in nature.

The variables include physical & motor fitness, technical skill, tactical
perfection, body building, psychological preparation, equipment and
facilities.
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SeniOf BO'yS - The Inter-House Badminton Tournament 2010-2011 was

reld between t he 19th Janua ry to 27th January, 20 1 1. It was a very well fou g ht
'-ournament. lrll the participants that took part were equally good. All the

natcl-res that vvere played d isplayed true sportsma nsh ip'

fhe ooi nts table for al I the fou r houses is as fol lows :

S.No Itlame of House Match No.1 Match No.2 Match NO.3 Tota I

1. O'Connor 00 00 03 03

2, Rae 00 00 00 00

3. Wintle 03 03 03 09

4. Young 03 03 03 06

Although alltlre matches were wellcontested between allthe houses, Wintle house stood first,

Young house Second, O'Connor house third and Rae house stood fourth'

I ncha rge
Mr. W. David
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INTER HOUSE BADMINTON REPORT

GiflS - The Inter-House Badminton Tournament (Girls) started on the
29th september and ended on the 8th october; 2010. practice matches
between all four houses gave the girls a better understanding of the game.
Fine badminton skills were displayed during the tournament. Every
contestant played with zeal for their respective houses and the qirls
displayed theirtalent to the best of their ability.

f nter House Badminton Tournament Results 2O1O: Mrs. S. Gupta

Juniors Sen iors
Rae House 9 points Wintle House 6 points
O'Connor House 6 points Young House 6 points
Wintle House l point O'Connor House 3 points
Young House 1 point Rae House 3 points

JUNIORS : In the Junior Division, Rae House was declared the winner
SENIORS : In the Senior Division, Wintle and Young House were joint winners.
The Overall standings saw Rae House in the first position with 12 points, O'Connor House in
the second position with 9 points and Wintle and Young House coming in third with 7 points
each.
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INTER HOUSE THROlv BALL TOURNAMENT

*"
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With all the excitement of the different tournaments, our girls were very

happy to participate in the throw ball matches. The inter house throw ball

matches were played between 19th of January and 21st January ZOLI-

The teams were well matched and closely contested games were played'

There were new comers in the game too and they took part,

enthusiastically.

The PointsTable is asfollows :

SENIORS : DIV - II and III
S. No Name of House Match No.1 Match No. 2 Match NO.3 Tota I

1. O'Connor 00 03 00 03

2. Rae 00 00 00 00

3. Wintle 03 03 03 09

4. You ng 03 00 03 06

*ry**""**,.
" You don't quit trying when you lose;

' *rhrh iJ" ,;l,t ril*g*m.q,4**n,
you lose because you quit trYing ".

WINTLE : 1st PLACE

YOUNG = 2nd PLACE

O'CONNOR : 3rd PLACE

RAE : 4th PLACE

Each match was keenly contested but the winner was Wintle House, Many thanks to all the

Housemasters, the school p.T, I's and the support staff, who were always there with the team'

We appreciate their support and hardwork.

Ms. Sharon Pillay



INTTR HOUSE VOLIEYBAIT RIPORT

GirlS - The children of The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri have redefined the level of
excellence in both academics as well as sports under the guidance and supervision of our
Headmaster and very capable teachers.

The Inter-House Volleyball tournament for girls of Div. 2 and 3 commenced on the 9th of
February, 20LL and continued till the 16th February. All the four houses were fortunate to
have some promising players and were competently headed by good captains,

Daily practice sharpened their skills and made the game a tough competition for all the
houses. The girls proved that they were no lesser than the boys on the games field when it
came to discipline, sportsmanship and healthy competition.

All four houses put in their best effort but Wintle House emerged as the winner, scoring a total
of 9 points Rae House stood second with 6 points and young House stood
third with 3 points. Unfortunately, o'connor House could not score any
points and stood fourth,

It is admirable to see the growth and tremendous improvement that the
girls have made in their game. The best player of the Tournament was
awarded to Mrunal Paygude of Wintle House,

Mrs. S. Gangwani
Teacher In charge
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INTER HOUSE VOttEYBAtt REPORT

BOyS - The Inter-House Volleyball Tournament 20LO-20L1 for the boys

of Division 2 and 3 was conducted from the 21st to the 28th February.

The matches played were fun filled, exciting and were played with a

sporting approach. In the course of the tournament, each player put in the

best of their skill, ability and potential' Sure enough the most consistent

players took pride in raising the bar to another level'

The standings of the houses were as follows :

Asher Greatorex from Rae House was declared the best player of the Tournament'

Mr. P. Thorat

PositionPoi ntsHouse Name

Rae House

Wintle House

O'Connor House

Young House

roq-"ffi-
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INVITATIONAT SIryIMMING REPORT

The year began on a promising note and the students of The Bishop,s co-Ed, Undri, were filledwith enthusiasm 9nd a compelling passion to take part in different sports but the mostpromising and fun filled sport where children eagerly wanted to participate was swimming.
our school participated at the Inter-school swimming competition which was organ ized byVibgyor International School, pune.

The name of the competition was titled, 'splash Dive Swimming competition, and was heldfrom the 20th August to the 22th August, 2010.The number of stldents allowed to participatewere 14 Boys/Girls.

The number of students who represented our schoor were:1. Under 10 Category - One Girl and Boy2. Under 12 Category - Three Girls and iour Boys3. Under 14 Category - One Girl and two Boys.
Prizes Won
5 Gold Medals
2 Silver Medals and
1 Bronze Medal.

The total number of medars that our schoor won were B.

During the tournament we discovered some excellent swimmers likeSimran Bhagat and Topou Mathew. It was an encouraging and a wonderfulexperience for the students as they got to learn tnJ ,"aning or-co_ordination and teamwork.
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The Bishop's co-Ed school, Undri (Girls) participated in the Zilla Parishad Handball

Tournament for the first tinne. As there were only 4 teams participating frorn the district, it was

decided that the rnatches would begin with the Semi-final round'

The tournament was held on 1st october; 2010 at Jejuri which ls 40 kms from our school. The

students wer€) provided with the school transport for the same. Our girls began the journey

with a word of prayer and were very excited to play their first handball rnatch. The momerlt

we reached the venue, i.e. Jejuri we were told that our first opponent would be the home

team, Dada Jadhavrao School, Jejuri'

As handball hacl been introduced thisyear, the glrls had very little understanding of the game'

But the basic skills taught to them during the P]" classes and practice sessions helped them to

overcome their initial wariness. The teamwork arrd their efforts bore fruit as

they made their way to the finals with a 2-0 win over Dada ladhavrao

School, Jejuri.

In the final, the Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri hacito play against Fursunghi

School. It was a tough match, wherein the girls put in their best but

unfortunately they were declared the runners up as we lost in the finals'

The score was 2-1"

It is said that every experience is a lesson in itself; in the coming years the

school will strive to achieve greater goals'

qdq

.ffi.

Mrs. A. Shewale
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TRIANGUTAR SERIIS . CRICKET

The triangular series of 20-20
cricket matches were played
between all the 3 branches of the
Bishop's Education Society. The
opening match was played between
Camp and Undri followed by Undri
Vs. KLN and then KLN Vs. Camp.
These matches were played on 26th
February, 27th February and 14th
March respectively. All the matches
were held at Round Robin Basis.

t
,_5&,

The final match was played between
KLN and Undri branch on 15th March at Bishop Co-Ed School Undri as both the teams had
reached the finals.

It was a bright sunny day and the match started at 9.30am.The toss was won by the KLN
captain, Mr. Alistar freese and he elected to field first. Mr. Maity and Mr. Fernandes opened the
innings for Bishops Undri.

Mr' M' Fernandes faced the strong bowling attack and dominated the bowlers by scoring 57
runs in 37 deliveries with 3 huge sixes and 5 wonderful boundaries. He was well supported
by Mr. J. Dennis with 24 runs in 21 balls. Though the undri team was all
down for 113 in the 19'n over, our captain Mr. A. Lindsay and boys did not
lose hope. This hope started turning fruitful as our bowlers started
uprooting the stumps from the ground, Half of the KLN team was knocked
down and sent back to the pavilion by Mr. A. Londhe who took 5 wickets in 4
overs giving away just 9 runs. This was well supported by a good fielding.
Finally the Bishop's KLN was all down for g4 runs and Bishop's Undri won
the final,

Prize winners of the series I

Teams Date Winner
CAMP vs UNDRI 26 February UNDRI
UNDRI vs KLN 27 February KLN
KLN vs CAMP 14 March KLN
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Mr. A. Lindsay

Man of the Series Mr. Ravi Nirpat (KLN)
Best Bowler Mr. Denzil Wheeler (KLN)
Best Batsman Mr. Tushar Gaikwad (Camp)
Best Wicket Keeper Mr. Umesh Mohite (Undri)
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The Boys and Girls began the Table Tennis practices in the beginning of the academic year

itself, in the Sport's Room, during the activity period. The matches were held from Bth

septembe r, 2oLO to 21st Septembe r, 2oIo. Boys were divided into two categories i.e, senior

and Junior.

A sizeable number of students were beginners to the game but were very eager to learn and

play Table Tennis. It was indeed a very exciting year for the boys who participated in the

tournament. The children displayed true sportsmanship, playing skill and

stamina; these qualities are prerequisite for any game' During the

tournament we discovered some talented players in both the Senior and

Junior categories.

Their names are as follows:

Junior
Sahil Kale
(Rae House)

Senior
Chirayu Chhibar
(O'Connor House)

:

Mr. S. Pradhan
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THE SCHOOT OFFICE

The office is a small but integral part of The Bishop's Co-Ed School, Undri headed by our CEO &
Hon' Secretary, Mr, Frank R. Freese, the Head Master, Mr. H. Soggee along with the other
Office Staff. The office staff are further sub-divided into three categories i.e. Secretarial, Front
Office, Ad mi n istrative & Accou nts.

The year 20L0-2071 saw a complete revamp from the old office in Building - 1. At the onset of
the academic year was the re-location to the ground floor of Building - 3. The structural layout
comprised of the CEO & Hon. Secretary's cabin tastefully decorated, Secretary's cabin,
Reception, Accounts and Administrative working Room (windowed) and Supervisor's cabin.
Adequate space for filing of records and storage of stationery was also made available. With
the new structure was the increase in manpower i.e. a Secretary to the CEO, Receptionist and
an Office Supervisor. The Secretaries comprised of Mrs. Hemalata Soggee (HM), Mrs. Louise
Damerum (CEO & Hon. Sec.); the Reception : Ms. Rosin Walekar, Administration : Mrs.
Elizabeth Anand, Accounts : Mr. Shailesh Patole & Mr. Ashish Deodhar and the Office
Supervisor : Mr. Randal DeSousa.

Other than the regular office activities the highlights of the year was the
introduction of the Biometri: Finger Print System forthe identification of
parents (security of the :hlldren) introduction of parent Login on the
school website, e-mailin; system on Microsoft ouilook and sMS (for
quick and prompt communication ) and the School Bus Transport
Tracking system.

with the vision of our cEo & Hon. secretary we foresee more
improvements as we traverse through the years to come.

Randal P. L. deSousa
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'Sparkles'is;an endeavouti aimed at facilitating, emotional, physical, social, cognitive and

academicdeveiopmentof children.sparklesworksundertheexpertguidanceof Dr.Y.Singh'

sparkles is divided into two parts i.e. counselling and Enrichment" The counselling

department was nandled by our experienced counsellor, Mrs. B. Abraham' This department

counselled students with problems like stress, shyness, academic issues, depression/ poor

self confidence, etc.

The enrichmr:nt section is again divided into lunior Sparkles and Senior Sparkles, where

various activities such as art, music therapy, puppet shows, culinary activities and computer

aided learning were conducted in the Junior and Senior Sparkles. These activlties help

students to express themselves. The Junior Sparkles is handled by Mrs. P. Raut who caters to

the speclfic needs of the tiny tots of classes Nursery to class II'

The Senior Sparkles teacher, Mrs. S. Kamkar, manages students from class III to class IV'

Here we offer opportunity for academic enrichment which is exciting, challenging and

engaging which aims to ensure that a student realizes his/her potential.

This is achierred with the help of educational games, teaching aids and

worksheets. Even though the results are not instantaneous, each

activity or interaction at sparkles helps the child to cope better with

his/her learning difficu lties'

The smallest effort is not lost
Each wavelet on the ocean tossed,

Aids in the ebb-tide of the flow
Each raindrop makes some floweret glow,

Each struggle lessens human woe'-(Mackay)

,$

Mrs. S. Kamkar
Sr. Remedial Educator
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THE TUCK SHOP

"Food... Glorious Food ..."
Gone are the days when the tuck shop wore a deserted look and there were
just a few customers dropping in. The little tuck shop that started in 2008
has grown step by step and is seen reaching greater heights,
Our children love food and especially the food items from our very own tuck
shop, They wait patiently for the bell to ring at 10:40 a.m when they can
have their favourite snacks. our tuck shop is managed very efficienfly by
Mr. J. Kamble and his team of two cooks and two support staff members. He
can be seen behind the counter everyday serving his beloved patrons.
The menu offers 8-10 items everyday on a rotational basis. The 'Vada pav' and the luscious
'Sabudana Wada' being the most popular among them. This year the Chicken Burger, Veg-
Burger, Samosa, Veg Puffs and'Upma'were the new items added to the menu, The children
loved the new entries and the fact that these items would get over even before the recess
ended, proved that they were being savoured by everyone.
This year there has been an increase in sales of approximately 60%o and hopefully in the next
year we would see a 100o/o boom with some more items being added onto the menu.
The tuck shop enclosure was also extended this year to include a window for the coupon sale.
The tuck shop has grown in such a way that they cater not only for the children and staff
members but also parents at very affordable prices. We wish Mr. J. Kamble and his team every
success and thank them for filling our bellies everyday.
Three Cheers for the Tuck shopl
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OUR CORRIDOR SOFTBOARDS
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Prayer Room I The dawning of a beautiful day'

Nursery A : Spreading the warmth of togetherness'

Nursery C : Learning with shapes is fun.

1. 1oeIr
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OUR CORRIDOR SOFTBOARI}S
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Nursery E : A fruit a day keeps the doctor away.

l"H,<[E .irTi_E Ml.l.,,j(L /5 s;

LKG - A : The cosy home of the three Iitile monkeys,

LKG - C : Our tiny tots are beautiful as their flowers.
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OUR CORRIDOR SOFTBOARDS

LKG - C ; Lets make our world a bonny basket of flowers.

LKG - D : Six little mice can teach us all that's nice.

NF

LKG - E r We have a basket of flowers for everyone.
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LKG - H ; The animal kingdom.
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OUR CORRIDOR SOFTBOARDS

UKG - B : Happy hoods seeking an adventure.

UKG - C : The tumbling teddies enjoying themselves.

UKG - F : Teddy's house - A colourful shoe.
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PO[MS

:.i:i:tt:ii:::-4,:,t!t!:i:ilil.r:f:,:;:i;:il;,titi;tr:::-i:;:iti:l::..ri,,.rii:il.il.;.':

WONDERFUL LIFE IN DANGER

When I fooft outside,

tJeef frayyy wfren I see tfie trees,

But when I hoft again,

lJeef saf seeing onfy aJew teJt.

I wish t0 save tfre animafs fift.e tfie Grizzfy Bear,

I wisfr t0 save slme veru slteciaf trees,

Anf, t wisfi tfik Earth couf{ 6e ayface to five inyeace

To five inyeace

To five inyeace.

So I cfose my eyes anf seeftJor theJuture.

An[ t renffy wisfi to save some en[angere[ animafs'

Peoyfe cut {own treesJor fiomes

:ii:t:ril::!,t :t,l.ri li:..,1:;:r::::iil :ii1rl:il-il:

DEAR FRIEND

MyJrien[ you are so unique,

As nohofy efse wouff 6e.

t'[f te[( you frow mucfi I care,

But not 6y any smaff sfrare.

t'[[ te[( you frow much I fove you,

Because with you lJeef,

As a Gofden gfove,

I ftnow tfris Aecause wfien

I am inlfright,
You sfiow me fie figfu.

I fove you my fearJrien[
I ftnow you'ff 6e tfiere ti[[ tfie very en[.

Sanika Ramankutty
VI-C

But wfiat wiff hayyen fyeoytes fiomes are hrofr.en {own.

How wouV weJeefz

I ftnow'Very 6ail, sojust imagine f trees

Were fiving fiow wouUtfreyJeef,

So we shouff stolt fatroying anf mafte this

Eartfr a hetteryfnce

To five inyeace

To five in peace.

{t
-.,/.t ,F&

\d ,,,i"jt'"
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POEMS

OUR CRICKET TEAM _ INDIA
-,rLrtcKet ts fun.
Wfien In[ia taft"es a run,
Wfien Sacfiin hits a six,

Every narion is inJix,
Wfien Sefiwag fiits aJour,

Eueryone wants to know tfie score,

When Dravif gets out,

Everyone sfrouts,

When Zaheer tafr.es a wicket,

Everyhofy fiftes cricfr.et,

Wfren Yuvraj taftes a catch,

In[ia wins tfre marcfi.

Aayushman Jaiswal
VI-B

LOSING THE VALUE OF BOOKS !

In ancient times,

Books were oJ gofils vafue,

But now they're hsing it,
Let me teff you.

Conytuters anf mobifes,

Andtefevision steens.

Is aff t[iat mntters,

To our generation's teens.

Affthey f,o isyartying,
Anc{ witfrJrienfs franging out,

How much the11 reaf,,

I have a grent foubt.

Aff the great o[c[ stories,

Are nowhere to 6eJoun[,
Ho ffywo o I an[ B o [[yw o o [,
Are now a[[ arouncf.

I wisfr our generation,

Wou(d reaf a 6it more,

f tfiey [0, they wouffJinf,
Wisr{om nt tfieir foor.

Kriti Gupta
VI-A
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MY SCHOOL

Boys anf girfs fisten to me.

Inteffigent worfs attract me.

Scfioof means wfrat? Asft me.

Home awayJrom frome,Jamify to me.

ofr, my teacfrers an[ Princiyaf,

You are i[ofs to me.

PrincP[es oJ success an[ tlfe are taught to me.

Stu[ents are stars who twinkfe anf sfiine.

Krishna Pagrut
I.A

MY MOTHER! MY ANGEL!

Witfi two heautfuf wings,

She is f,e(icate anfJragife,
Witfi frer foving smife.

Witfr fieryenrf- fifte tears,

She mafr,es me cry.

An[ with her carinq fianfs,

Sfie maftes neJeet saJe.

Sfie k my mother, anget oJ my tfe.

My hayyiness is fier fiayyiness,

An[ fier fiayyiness my hayyiness

Sfie is my motner, rfre angef oJ my (!ft.

I must frave [one slmetfxing goo[ in tfieyast ffe,

Tfials wfiy I got an angef as my motfier in my

yresent [fe.

I tfianft you GodJor giving me a fovefy mother.

Ofit ttrty motfier angef oJ my ffe,

I wiff fove youJorever att my tfet

Mahi Shah
I-E



POEMS

MY NEW DOLL

Look at my new [o[f,
I hougfit itJrom rfre maff,

She wears ayinftJrocft,
Neat anf a yeffow sock.

Has farft 6rown fiair.

Her skin is veryJair.

Her name is [offy,
I fteey it in a rroffey.

I foue toyfay with fier,

Toucfring frer soJt yinftJur.
She fras fovefy,yinft cfieefts,

Taku heQ to stanf with rhe sticfs.

Every Sunfay i give her aJaciaf,
She is very syeciaf.

She has sfiining, 6[ue e11es,

Lives with m6ny toys.

Has a ta[[ anf sfim 6o[y,

Loves fierJrienf N or{r11.

Wfien afone, isJrien[Q1 an[ kinf,
eJrienf tike tflis Ulu can neverJin[.

OH! THESE TESTS !

Ofr my cfear test,

Now fet me fiave some rest

No [ou6t, Uou 6re such ayest, trufy an

unwantef guest.

I f,on't ftnow wfiat to [o,
Tfiere are many oJ us,

Wfio want toyass you 69,

But you are afruays there.

Teff meyhase fiow toJrreJrare,

To 6e a toJtyer in everg syfrere.
Akshat Jain

III-D

HOMEWORK

Homeworfr., ofr! Homeworft fiow horing are lJou,
lJaff asftey when fromeworft I do.

Whenever you come, llou come in a ton,

Anct 6y coming lou mess uy a[[ tfieJun.

I want toyfay tfie whofe f,ay,

But hecause t you I can'ty[a11.

Homeworfr. is so 6a[ wh6t more sfiouff I say,

Wfren fiomeworft was nlt there I was so fioyyy an[ gay.

I want to tfirow you out in the rain
Oryut 11ou in a [iny cfrain.

Homework" ofi! Homeworfr" you rea[Q1 stink,

I want to wash you awalJ in the sinfr..

Kirti Palve
IV-E
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POEMS

NATURE

Te[[ me sometfrinq,

But now i-po[s, mobifes anf, internet are

A[[ tfiat matter to these teens.

Tfiank you Go[Jor my Motfrert

AJter seeing tfie cheerJuf nature,

Doesn't it tafr.e time to

Come 6acfr. to composure.

Nature fifates 
,our 

eyu vanshitaosingh

Ilyon seeing tfris exuberant cre6fi0n,

Don't you wonler,

How hriffiant is this imagination!

AJew years 690, fruman heings

usef to haveJun togetfrer ,

Befieve it or not,

Nature w6s our qo[motherl

Nature is something

Tfiat ma[e obseruation fteen.

MY MOTHER

Who shouff I give my fove,

My resyect,

An[ my honour,

Wfio sfiouff I give mine to.

AJter Go[,

My Motfrer,

Wfio sfiouf[ I tafte care oJ witfi a[[ my fove,

Wfio sfiouff t fo goof frth tJ

{fter Go[,

My Motfrer

Cause wfio trufy foves me

An[ wfroJee[s me,

'Cause sfie wouf[ sfrout at me,

An[ fater ca(m me,

lfrer Go[, My Motfier

So, tfranfr. you Go[,

Tfranfr you Go[,

Afrin Mahimkan
VI-C
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POEMS

LIFE'S BALANCE SHEET

Our Birth is our Oyening Bahnce
Our Deatfr is our Cbsinq Bafance

He ftnew His masteryiece was comyfete,

Anr[ so,

He caffed it ... Da[.

Our Preiu[icefViews are lur LiaAiftties
Our Creative Ideas are our Assets

Tfre Hean is our Current Asset
rfnt"f
I-he Soul is our Fixed Asset

Tfre Brain is our Fixed Deposit

Tfrougfits are our Current Account
Achievements nre our caJtit6[
Character anf Morafs, our Stocft-in-Trade

Frienc{s are our Generaf Reserves

Vafues anf Befiaviour are our Goo[wiff
Patience is our lnterest Earnef
Love is our Divif,end
Chi(f,ren are our Bonus Issues

Efucation is Branfs or Patent

Knowledge is our Investment

Exlterience is our Premium Account

Our aim is to taffy the Bafance Sfreet accuratefy

An[ tfie goaf * t0 get tfie'Best Presentef, Accounts'

Award!

WHAT MAKES A DAD

Go[ took tfie strength oJ a mountain,

Tfre malesty oJ a tree,

Tfie warmtfi oJ n summer sun,

The cafm oJ a quiet sea,

T[re generous souf oJ nature,

The coryfoning 6rm oJ nigfit,

Tfie wisfom oJ the ages,

Tfreyower oJ tfie eagfe'sfight,

ffrejoy oJ a morning in syring,

TheJaith oJ a mustarf, seef,

T fr e y atience oJ eternity,

Tfre [eytfr oJ aJamify need,

Then Go[ combinef these quafities,

Wfren there was nothinq more to af,f,

Yash Chopda
V-D
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PO[MS

LET'S BUST THIS TENSION

Tension, Tension, Tension,

Wfiat a hotfreration.

Cfiiffren frave tension,

During their examinntion.

Teachers frave tension,

NATURE

Nature b mighty ,

Nature is stronq,

Nature is usuaffy afways right ,

Nature is rarely ever wrong.

Nature is beauty,
.f

l\ature ts m00au,

Nature is smart,

Nature aftuays fras the greateryart.

Nature is 6[ue,

Nature is qreen,

wfrife comy feting tfi e y ortion.

Parents have tension,

Wfiite giving {onation.

Doctors have tension,

During an oyeration.

Nature has tension,

Wfien tfrere is poffution.

Tension, Tension, Tension,

ofit wfiat a hotfreration.

Pranay Sonigara
VI-C

Nature is every cofouryossihfy seen.

Nature is true,
.f

I\t6ture $ aeamtnq,

Nature is [reaminq.

Nature is in everyylace,

Nature is afiuays witfr grace.

Nature is true,

Nature is you,

Nature is me,

N ature wiff 6 eJoreverJree.
ry,"

s#-

Virta M.
V-

Parakh
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POEMS

IWANTTO BE ...
I want to 6e a foctor, t0 cureJteoJtfeJaster.

I want to 6e a teacfrer, to teach cfiiffren fiterature.
I want to 6e a mason, to 6uiff housesJoryeoyfds

hayyiness in every season.

I want to 6e a singer, to 6e a great entertainer,

But a6ove a[[ t wiff ahunys 6e a faughter an[
stay witfi my motfier an[Jather.

Anoushka Dutta
V-B

MY DOLL

oht twy (ittfe doff,

HerJace is fifte a 6aff.

She k very sweet,

Sfie wears a re[JrocC.

Ayair oJ red sfroes,

And a ref fiat on fier qoffen fiair.
Sfre can wn[fr,,

Sfie can tafk.

Sfie can run anf, afso ent a 6un,

Ofil See my sweet [inte doff.

l#il
,f
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lvHAT (}UR YOUNG ONES IIAYE TO SAY

WHAT OUR YOUNG ONES HAVE TO SAY



ENGTISH ARTICTES

Managing the traffic misery
The city of Pune is my hometown. The one thing I want to change
in my home town is the traffic situation. Currently there are lots
of vehicles in Pune. The roads are small and in a bad
condition.Fuel is wasted due to the excess traffic. When any
traffic signal turns red, it causes wastage of fuel. Due to rash
driving, accidents are taking place. 5-10 people die everyday in
accidents. We are losing our environment. Due to traffic, there is
a lot of pollution. This is an ecological issue and everybody
should be responsible for saving our environment.
I would like to spread awareness about the traffic
issues, which will help to reduce wastage of fuel,
solve our environmental problems and reduce the

number of accidents.

I would like to suggest that we use car pooling for long distances and bicycles
for short distances. Aditya Gitte

IV-B

The importance of books
In this modern world will the books as we know them, cease to
exist? In the future, will children know what books were used for?
Plain books printed on pape; will they remember them? Many
think they will not because the computer is slowly taking over our
lives. Soon every thing will be connected to one big network they
say. Personally, i have my doubts. Yes the computer is becoming
more and more a big part of our everyday life, but we will not stop
printing books. I don't think anybody prefers reading a novel on a computer screen. No, to
have a solid book between your hands is still the bestway to enjoy reading.

I have given you a few examples on why I don't think books will disappear
from the shelves. I really think they will stay in our homes, and create good
times for you and your children for a long time, and no one will ever forget
them. That is why ladies and gentlemeh, go out and buy yourself a good
book.

Ayesha Shaikh
III-D



ENGLISHARTICtffi

The history of the Rupee
The origin of the word 'rupee' is found in the word rupya, which means silver in
many indoaryan languages such as hindi and marathi. The sanskrit word
'rupyakam' means coin of silver. The derivative word rupaya was used to
denote the coin of silver during the reign of Sher Shah Suri from 1540 to 1545.

the original rupaya was a silver coin weighing about LL.34 grams. the coin

rupee has been in use since the British rule. Formerly, the rupee was divided
into 16 annas or 64 paise or L92 pies. Historically, the rupee was a silver based

currency. This had Severe consequences in the 19'n century, when the
strongest economies in the world were on the gold standard '

During the British rule and the first decade of independence, the rupee was subdivided into 16

annas. Each anna was subdivided into either 4 paise or 12 paise. As a formal currency, the rupee got

introduced by the Government of India in 1957, the rupee was then divided into 100 paise.

Rupee bank notes were first introduced by the Bank of Bengal, much before independence, An

interesting thing to note is that the name of the bank was printed in urdu, bengali and

devnagari scripts but not in english. In 1861 the British government came up with a
paper currency act that gave the government monopoly of note issue through out the
vast expanse of India. The Reserve Bank of India was formally inaugurated on

Monday, April 1, 1935, It brought up an act that empowered it to continue issuing
Government of India notes until its own notes were ready for issue. The bank issued
its first note in 1938 and is issuing currency for all of us since then. The first note
printed by the Reserve Bank of India was a Five rupee note in 1938.

Tanmay Devale
IV-A

Visit to Europe
I visited Switzerland and Paris in the month of April, 2OLt, During the trip I celebrated my
birthday on 20'n of April in a farm house. We went to Mount Titlis by ropeway, There was

snow all around. I couldn't believe my eyes. It was so cold, but so beautiful! After having
fun there, the next day I went
to Paris. We saw the beautiful
city of Paris and went to the top
of Eiffel tower. We enjoyed the
trip which I'll never forget.
Thank you, mom and dad for
this exciting trip to Europe. Hrishita Sinha

I-D
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How I went to another world
My name is Tetea and I'll Tell you how I went to another world and was considerd a
king by some dragon- sized aliens.

I went to a shop as my glasses were broken and I could not see properly. on my way
back I fell into a manhole. Unfortunately the ladders were broken and i could not
climb up/ so I searched for another ladder. I saw a bright light towards the end of the
manhole. Thinking it to be a man, I rushed towards the light but to my horror, it was not the end of
the dark passage at all. I thought somebody had seen me fall and the light was a signal. I felt a force
pulling me towards the light. I found myself with dragon sized aliens. I screamed with all my might,
myvoicewas likethesound of waterdripping from a pipe. I wastaken tothe palace. Thealien who
took me whispered, "What do you think we're gonna do to you Their whispers sounded like the roar
of ten lions! As I was quite a charmer, I charmed the king. He reduced all my punishments and made
me the king instead. I stayed there for 25 years as a king. Sometimes I wished to
go home, but there were times I wanted to be a king forever. On completion of my
25'n year, the aliens had a celebration called 'zram zu zro' .I had a boxing match
with the champion of the aliens. As luck would have it he punched me hard and I fell
out of the light. I could not believe it! I was a 10 year old again.

So I'm back at school and I never thought I'd say this but, now I enjoy hearing the
teachers shout in class. It's far better than the alien whispers after all! Lallaw Msanga

IV-E
My friend Jaadu
One night I was returning from my friend's house. I was frightened as it was too late. So I
was rushing home. Suddenly I slipped and fell on the ground. When I woke up I was
surprised to find myself in other world. There the road was made of gold. The trees were
golden too and instead of fruits, diamonds were hanging from the trees. Suddenly I felt a
hand on my shoulder and I was frightened, I turned to see who it was and to my surprise it

was Jaadu. He put his hand on my bleeding elbow and in a second the
bleeding stopped. He enquired who I was and from where I had

come? We sat chatting under a golden tree. He took
me to the moon, the stars and the other planets.
All of a sudden I remembered that the next day
was my class test. So I requested him to help me
reach home immediately. He put his hand on my

body and in a fraction of a second I was in my bed
at home.

Meet Jain
IV-D
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A magicalworld
One bright morning I woke up early. I was too excited that day, as I was going on a school

trip. I got neatly dressed, had my breakfast and waited for my bus. As we drove to school, I
was happy to see all my friends. We were excited and were talking about the fun we were
going to have. But, suddenly the bus broke down, so we had to get down even though we

didn't want to. We all were looking at the beautiful scenery. I saw a rock at the end of the

slope. I was wondering what it was. My friend and I went to see what it was'

All of a sudden we slipped down the slope. We were frightened at the thought of hitting
ourselves onto the rocks. We were so afraid that we closed our eyes. But a door opened

and we slipped in, The door automatically shut behind us. To our surprise there was a

garden and in the garden there was a chocolate house, we knocked at the door and an old

lady opened the door. We looked at her blankly. She asked, "Who are you?" We said, "We

are from another world, we slipped in through a secret way, and reached here in this
magical world."The old lady said, "Oh! That's bad. I shall take you back into your world,"
We were very happy, but we asked her how she would open the rock door. She said, *With

the help of my magical power".

She took us to the door and spoke some magical words, the door slowly opened. We were
very happy and we thanked that old lady, We were amazed to know that such a world did

exist.

Siddiqua Firfiray
IV-C
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Agliophobia
Altophobia
Astrophobia
Apiphobia
Atychiphobia
Bibliophobia
Barophobia
Catoptrophobia
Claustrophobia
Coimetrophobia
Chrometophobia
Coutrophobia
Eleutherophobia
Geliophobia
Hadephobia
Heliophobia
Hippopotomonstro-
sesqu ipedaliophobia
Hypnophobia
Longophobia
Mythophobia
Myrmecophobia
Necrophobia
Octophobia
Papahobia
Papyrophobia
Pedophobia
Peniaphobia
Phasmophobia
Placophobia
Satanophobia
Scolionophobia
Selenophobia
Staurophobia
Thanantophobia

Triskaidekaphobia

Uranophobia

Zoophobia

All about Phobias
Phobia : A Phobia is a type of anxiety disordeq usually defined as a persistent fear of an object or situation.

Some of the interesting phobias are :

Fear of pain
Fear of heights
Fear of stars or celestial space
Fear of bees
Fear of failure
Fear of books
Fear of gravity
Fear of mirrors
Fear of confined spaces
Fear of cemeteries
Fear of money
Fear of downs
Fear of freedom
Fear of laughter
Fear of hell
Fear of the sun

Fear of long words
Fear of sleep or of being hypnotized
Fear of woods
Fear of myths or stories or false statements
Fear of ants
Fear of death or dead things

Aryaman Kaushik
VI .C

Fear of the figure 8
Fear of the Pope
Fear of paper
Fear of children
Fear of poverty
Fear of ghosts
Fear of tombstones
Fear of Satan
Fear of school
Fear of the moon
Fear of crosses or the crucifix
Fear of death or dying

Fear of the number 13

Fear of heaven

Fear of animals

Finally, I would like to mention two of the
weirdest phobias :

Panophobia or Pantophobia - Fear of
everything

AND
Phobophobia - Fear of phobias!
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My first day at school
I fondly remember my first day at school. My family was extremely excited that day. My
parents had taken me to the temple the previous day and my school bag was packed with
great care, I was to go to school for the first time in my life.

I was four years old and I still remember the day I first went to school. My father came to
drop me to my classroom and helped me get familiar with my teacher in class. I hated the
thought of being away from home for so many hours. Tears rolled down my cheeks as I got
out of the car and held my father's hand. My father tried to cheer me up by drawing my
attention to the playground where the children were playing happily. I felt as if they were
inviting me to play. I felt better as I saw other children entering the class where I had to go.

My father left me in the classroom and drove off home, I felt my heart sink as I saw him go,
but I soon began to feel better. The reason for this was the pleasant entry of our teacher.
She was a kind lady who made all of us feel comfortable. Soon I realized that school was
fun as our teacher taught us some songs and told us a few stories.

My partner began to share her tiffin with me every day. We became good friends and I fell
in love with my school. However, today when I think of my first day at school I remember
the fear that I had and how my friends and teachers helped me overcome this feeling. The
memory of my first day at school is etched deep in my mind even today.

Never again did I experience such a mixture of strange feelings. The anxiety of being in
school along with the excitement of making new friends, all these made my first day of
school most memorable and I long for the childlike innocence that we shared as children.

Vanshita Singh
VI-A
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Did you know ?
1) The number of human beings living now is greater than the number of humans beings

ever lived.

2) You will weigh less on a full moon night.

3) Bee's only produce two teaspoons of honey in their whole life.

4) The human brain stops growing after the age of 18.

5) The a praying mantis can turn its head 360 o

6) A spider's blood is transparent.

7) Some species of worms can have up to ten hearts.

8) The queen in an ant or termite hill can live for almost 30 years,

9) Laughter is the best medicine.
Amitav Soni

VI-B

Good manners and good habits
Good habits and manners reflect the behaviour of a person. They are the parameters to
estimate a person's personality and qualities. They are an image of a person who is perfect

and good. People who have good habits and good
manners are loved and admired by all.

Good habits and manners are acquired and nurtured
over a long time and in the process they teach you to
be humble and kind. One should respect elders and
be kind, courteous and generous. We should speak
softly and politely. We should keep smiling as it
increases our face value. Say 'Please' and 'Thank
you' whenever possible as these
words can do wonders. They help us
to maintain good relations with all. A
person without good habits and
manners is like an animal. These
habits bring peace and love in the
society.

Madeeha Khan
V-A
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A call to animal lovers
I was born near the historic fort of Shivneri to
my parents, My grandparents and my great
grandparents were probably born here. My
mother had five children, She taught me
many things like, how to track other leopards
with the help of their scent and to learn to
hide from the animals of prey. My brothers
were also like me but three of them died due
to illness another one was killed by a human
being so I was left alone. So after my training
my mother left me and said that now you are
old enough to manage on your own.

That day I left my home and wandered for hours. I reached a bush circling a village and I
slipped into the bushes to find a place to rest but when I found a suitable place I was
terrified to meet another leopard who rudely threatened me and said, "I live in this
territory and this belongs to me so get out of this place!" I was helpless so I moved on.
Finally I reached a place where I could rest for some time, by then I was feeling too hungry.
So I went into the village (at night) to hunt for food. I reached a house where I saw a goat
but it was tied to the door so I went near the house and tried to kill the goat and eat it but as
I came closer to my prey I was caught by the villagers. They had been planning to capture
the leopard which had attacked their cattle, Sadly I was trapped and then they put me in a
cage,

All of them were flashing lights at me, poking me with sticks and pelting
stones at me, it was the scariest moment of my life. Yet I managed to
stay alive. Then the next day they sent me to a zoo and since then I am
in a zoo named The Katraj Snake Park, If you visit this zoo you will be
able to meet me, Now I am imprisoned by human beings but if you
love animals please help me, I was born to roam freely in the jungle
and not be trapped in a cage. If you are a real animal lover I am sure
that you will help me break out from this cage. Shrushti Gidwani

VI
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A new A To Z for the new generation

A - Apple

B - for Bluetooth

C - for Chatting

D - for Download

E - for Email

F - for Facebook

G - for Google

H - for Hotmail

I - for Internet Explorer

J - for Java

K - for Kingston

L - for Linux

M - for Microsoft

N - for Nero

O - for Orkut

P - for Power Point

Q - for QBasic

R - for Rediffmail

S - for Software

T - for Tata

U - for Uninor

V - for Video recorder

W - for World Wide Web

X- for Xbox

Y - for Yahoo

Z - for Zapak

t'LrO.gle
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Parag Sheth
VIB
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What an old bag has to say...
My name is Footloose. I am a school bag. Let me
morning, I found myself hanging in a bag shop,
Suddenly, a young boy about eight years old,
walked into the shop.

His name was Rahul, He told his mother that he
needed a new school bag because his previous bag
had gotten old and would give up someday, So his
mother asked Rahul to choose a bag that he liked.
Rahul looked at the shelf and saw me. He pulled me
down and placed me on the counter. Suddenly, I felt
stuffy and my heart skipped many beats. I turned
pale. I did not know what was happening to me. I
remained in the same state for almost three hours.
Finally, I was pulled out. Then I learned why I was in
such distress, the white encasing was a plastic bag.

tell you about my past. Early one

Wherever I looked, I could see lots of beautiful and interesting things. Now I was in Rahul's
house. Then, Rahul came running towards me holding books and belongings in his hands.
After arranging everything neatly inside me, I did not feel the emptiness which I was so
used to.

The next day, Rahul carried me to school. I met some new friends, which were the other
school bags. After using me for a few months, I had developed a tear at the bottom that
would have furthered due to the regular usage. As a result Rahul did not want to use me
anymore. He threw me into the rubbish dump. I was so sad that tears rolled down my eyes.

After a few hours, I saw an old woman walking towards me. She picked me
up and brought me into her house. She used a very thick cloth to patch up
the tear and then she gave me to her grandson, His name was Melvin. They
were very poor. He carried me to school every day. He used me for years,
Through my life's experience, I have learnt something - it is better being in
the care of a poor loving owner than with one who is rich and careless.

Shravan Bogar
VIA
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In belief alone lies strength
There is no limit to what you can imagine. With commitment and effort you can become
whatever you imagine. Put your mind to work for you. Believe that you can do it because
the world will always tell you that you can't. Yet in your belief you'll find the strength, you'll
find the ability to do it anyway.

These beautiful lines apply to my mother's perseverance to educate me, come what may.
Had it not been forThe Bishop's Co-Ed, Undri, it would have been very difficult for me to go
ahead in life. When every school rejected me and I was left with no option and no family
support. My mother fought for me and migrated far away from the city of
my birth, alone, armed with a strong faith that there will be some opening
for me, My family thought that we would lose all hope and come back
dejected. But my mom did not lose courage. Only faith kept us alive and
today I stand as a proud student of The Bishop's School. I thank my school
and my mother for showing me how to struggle and accept challenges of

41--, 'eoWW*.
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PLEASE is the word for a request. It symbolizes respect, discipline and courtesy. This
word differentiates a request from an order.

THANK YOU expresses gratitude. It instills a sense of warmth and
affection, Compliments and praises are greeted by 'thank-you' and
'thank you' is acknowledged by a 'welcome,'

These three golden or magical words are the key gifts God have given
us to be good human beings. When used these words enhance our

lifel

The three golden words
The Three Golden Words:
o Sorry
o Please
o Thank You

SORRY is the word for an apology. It is used to ask
for forgiveness. The gift of the courageous is to ask
for forgiveness and to forgive as well.

Nihaal R Raheja
VIA

Mariyah Mohsinally
VB

personality and purify our character.
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Learn with the aim of recalling
Children can follow some simple tips for improving
their memory while studying for an examination. One
must learn with the intention of recalling what we
have studied and not just mugging for the
examination.

The most appropriate time for learning is at night or
early in the morning because we are less likely to be
disturbed or distracted by the noise of the people and
their activities, We can grasp all that we have studied.

Take short breaks after learning one chapter or some paragraphs according
to your capacity. Do not indulge in activities like watching television or
other distractive activities. The break should solely be for relaxing.

Jot the main points and make funny stories related to each one to help us
to keep in mind the points. Keep a fixed time and understand the learnt
material instead of studying continuously for long hours and merely
mugging.

Anjum s.
V

Shaikh

My responsibility as a student
As a student of class VI my responsibility is to work hard and do well. If I secure good
marks, my future will be bright. Mere academics, however, is not everything. I also have to
behave as a responsible member of the house. My father works hard to look after our
needs. Mother does household duties. Sometimes I think of how I can play a more
responsible role at home. I think I do. I help mother with a few household chores.

As a student I help those who are weak in studies. By performing my civic
duties, observing traffic rules and maintaining cleanliness wherever I go
I know that I am a responsible citizen. I like to help senior citizens in their
hour of need.

I will also
I think it

Abhishek Srinivasan
VI-C
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The beauty of Mathematics
1 x8+1=9
L2 xB+2=98

Brilliont, isn't it?
And f inolly, take o look ot this symmetry:

L23 xB + 3 =987 1 x7 =lL234 xB + 4=9876
L2345 xB+5=98765 1l xl1 =127

L23456 x8+6=987654 111 x177 =7?321

L234567 xB + 7 =9876543 lltt xllll = 12343?l
t2345678 xB+8=98765432 nnt xfl'.- =1234543?tt23456789 xB + 9 = 98765432L

1 x9+2=LI
llttlt xlllltl = 12345654321

1111111 x1111t11 = 1?34567654321

12 x9+3=111 nnnn xflflIIn =t?3456797654321
L23 x9+4=LLLL nnnm x111111111 =123456789g7654321L234 x9+5=11111
12345 x9+6= 11111t Amozingll Now toke o further lookot this........from o

123456 x 9 + 7 = Ll11111 stnictly mothemoticol view-point. If A,B,C,D.....In the

L234567 x 9 + B = 11111111 English AlphobetRepresent 7,2,3,4......... then...

12345678 x9 + 9 = 111111111 H-A-R-D-W-O-R-K is

L2345678g x9 +10 = 111111111, 8+1+18+4+23+75+78+t7=98%

9 x9+7=88
K-N-O-W-L-E-D-6-E is

17+14+15+?3+1?+5+4+7 *5 = 9 6%
98 x9+6=BBB
gB7 x9+5=BBBB A-T-T-I-T-U-D-E is

t+2O+?O+9 +20+21+ 4+5 = IOO%9876 x9+4=88888
98765 x9+3=888888 And'LoveofGodis

987654 x9 + 2 = 8888888 72+75+?2+j+tj+$+-/+15+6+7+4=lOt%ll

9876543 x9+1=88888888
98765432 x9 + 0 = 888888888

Mohini Madan
VI-E
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The mysterious old mansion
One cold winter morning a few friends; Prithvi, Pasu, Aman my brother, Neil and I went to
investigate an old mansion somewhere in Undri, Pune, It was quite mysterious as fog
enveloped it, making it sort of spooky, but we were not affected by it.

We found it after school. Usually we all gather at the school's gate after lunch and then go

exploring. It was when we were exploring that Neil noticed fog, north of our position. When
we went closer the fog got denser. When we stepped into the mansion, A man got hit on his
nose. We followed his cry of pain and found him standing next to a stone wall rubbing his
nose with his hand. Neil said that he found a door in the mansion and the wooden floor was
creaking. A few of the wooden planks were missing. After a few steps, with a sudden snap,
the floor gave way. Everyone except me fell. I heard my friends them moaning and
groaning I quickly crossed the floor to go towards the door. The door seemed to lead to the
basement.

When I reached the basement, I found everyone on a mattress, the soft
mattress had saved them from the fall. With my help, everyone was back
on their feet. After a few moments we heard shouts from above. We
climbed up the stairs and ran out into the hall. There was another set of
stairs. We listened for more sounds and we soon realized that the sound
came from upstairs. We went up the attic and to our surprise some children
were playing. They said that it was their hideout and said that we could join
them anytime,And thankfully as they say- 'Alls wellthat ends well,'

Nikhil Nihalani
VI-C
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Discipline - The Hallmark of progress
The word 'discipline' implies obedience to a person of authority or experience. It means
conformity to rules and regulations, It is the very essence of a civilized life.

It is a common misconception, that discipline and freedom are contradictory, Discipline
certainly does not mean being very strict and punishing at all times, Although it does curb
an individual's freedom at times. Discipline is a delicate equilibrium between an
individual's freedom to do what he wants and the collective good to a better future.

Discipline is a pre-requisite for progress in all walks of life. In fact, man has progressed
from a savage to an advanced species because of discipline. Discipline should be instilled in

childhood itself and should be nurtured carefully. A disciplined and successful adult is an
example to most youngsters who want a role model, The strength of a nation lies in

discipline. Disciplined people are united and strong. Discipline is

absolutely essential in offices, at home, on the road, and in social and
political life. In the armed forces, discipline and practice prepares one to
evade and defeat even death,

Last, but not the least, discipline must not be imposed. It should be

voluntary as it is very precious. Discipline guides the ship of life, giving it a
sense of direction and meaning. Ajeeta Srivastava

V-A
Letter to his son
You may have heard about the great and noble Englishman, Sir Philip Sydney. While he was

at school his father wrote him a letter giving some words of advice. He wrote:

"My Dear Son!

Everyday after your heartfelt prayers to God, strive always to turn your mind to God.
Behave with respect and humility towards your teachers and fellow students, Do not give
room for anger, greed or discontentment. Don't take to heart any criticism levelled at you.
Don't get elated by the praise of others. Don't indulge in criticism of others."

Towards the end of the letter the father inscribed an important warning. He

said "If you want to make a promise make it only to God and to none else.
Speech is a gift of God, Hence the plighted word must be offered only to
God, You have no right to give a pledge to anybody else. You will be guilty of
missing yourword. Yourwisdom will grow, You will stand forth as an ideal
student, Always control your tongue. Never allow it to run amuck."

Philip Sydney followed his father's advice and achieved great eminence'
Era Pendharkar

v-c
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My trip to Ooty
The summer vacation had started and my family had planned a trip to Ooty. I was excited
about this trip as a few of my friends had told me how they had enjoyed their trip to this
beautiful hill station. I was happy to know that my cousins were also joining me. We left for
Ooty via Coimbatore which is the nearest location to Ooty. We booked a car and started for
Ooty after lunch. It was a thrilling journey as we went through the Ghats and there were
several hair pin bends along the way. I could see a board mentioning seventy two hairpin
bends on the route. We reached our destination at 3 pm and we checked in at the Trident
Hotel.

I went for a stroll with my cousins to a nearby garden. I could see the wonderful sights of
mountains around, birds and flowers. I was so engrossed in watching the scenic view that I
didn't realize that it was getting dark and it was already 6 pm. I rushed to the room and
couldn't wait to share my experience with my parents. We had planned some sightseeing
the next day.

The next morning we reached the Botanical Garden. There was a flower show which was
magnificent. We proceeded for Ooty after lunch. There were boat rides and horse rides and
I took a lot of photographs. Next day we set out to Dolphins Nose which is a tip of a cliff. On
the way we saw a big golf course and tea plantations in that area. It was wonderful to be in
a place without pollution.

On the last evening of our stay at Ooty I went out alone. There were shops all around the
hotel and they were selling handicrafts, eucalyptus oil and spices. I brought one bottle of

eucalyptus oil and chocolates, We had to
leave now and I was feeling sad and dull
but my father cheered me up and
promised to take me on another trip to a
place as wonderful as Ooty
during my next vacation.
We had a good time
talking about the trip and
looking at the snaps
taken. The next morning
we reached Pune.

S. G. Siddafth
VIA
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The most enjoyable tilll€...
As soon as my final exams were over my parents decided to visit our family friends in
Mumbai for a few days. I was expecting great days ahead during my visit, not to mention
the fun we would be having with my friends in Mumbai. In fact my dad's friend had been
inviting us over for a long time.

We started late in the afternoon from Pune and reached Mumbai in the evening. Once we
reached there, we could hardly do anything apart from having dinner and watching a movie
on the T,V.

The next day we woke up late in the
morning and had a light breakfast. My
brother, my friend and I sought
permission from our parents for
swimming. We went to the swimming
pool which was surrounded by a beautiful
garden below the building. We went to
the changing room and wore our
swimming costumes and hit the pool. We
had lots of fun in the water, We swam for
an hour and later started playing in the
water. We showed each other the tricks
we knew in the pool with the help of
floaters. By now it was almost three hours that we were in the swimming pool, which we
hardly realized till my dad came to call us. We took a shower and then got ready for lunch,

After having our lunch we took a short nap as we all were tired after swimming. Later, in the
evening we left for the shopping mall which was close by. In the mall we did some window
shopping and played games in the games zone. We had lots of fun, I
played many games with my friends. I earned the highest number of
redemption tickets. We collected the tickets and exchanged it for gifts
and goodies, Late in the evening, my dad gave all of us a nice treat at a
restaurant.

I still remember the fun and wonderful time we
most fun loving and the happiest day in my life.
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Sharek Tajmohammed
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Tigers
The tiger is our national animal. They are ferocious,
wild but still represent our country. Being citizens of
India we all have a duty to protect the dwindling
population of the tigers. Animals, like tigers should
not be caged and killed for their skin as this is illegal,
Poachers are people, who kill animals and sell their
body parts, they should be stopped and jailed. When
animals are caged they lose their beauty and ferocity.
Animals also have a right to roam around freely and
enjoy their freedom but man is killing animals for his
own greed and to fulfill his desire. Man is also indirectly killing tigers by exploiting nature.
Our country is known for the Bengal Tiger and tiger sanctuaries but man is harming this
magnificent beast. Soon our tigers will be wiped out from the face of the
Earth and become extinct. Tigers are important as they feed on animals
which decompose and get mixed with the soil, later on plants grow and are
nurtured as the soil becomes feftile. They also play an important role in
the food chain, Man is taking advantage of the animals because he thinks
he is superior and has an authority over nature. Man should be stopped:
we should be stopped. Pratima Dumpala

VIA
Hard work
Everybody hasthe capabilityto work hard, In whateverwe do, hard work is necessary or
else we might not succeed in doing that job, In studies, games, concerts or anything else,
hard work has to be put in. But how to excel and attain perfection? Well, the answer is by
practice. We have to study regularly. If we are consistent we are sure to get good marks. In
games like football or cricket or any other game if a team practices over and over again
they will surely do well on the field. In concerts or other public programmes,
practice is the most important thing, A bee works so hard, but after all this
hard work it only collects one spoon of honey. Why so little? For the bee,
collecting one spoon of honey is like a full bottle of honey. It is a tiring and
difficult job It is said that only those who work hard accomplish the
furtherest goals. I would like to end with a quote, "The only thing that
overcomes hard luck is hard work"- Hamy Golden. Julian Francis

VI.C
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To be in someone's shoes !

If I could be someone for two days... it has to be Kate, Prince William's wife, the grand-

daughter in-law of Queen Elizabeth. I would want to be Kate for two days as I want to wear
her blue marriage ring studded with diamonds. I want to feel, what it means to be the lucky

lady on whose marriage a hundred and fifty black horses gallop grandly!

I would love to spend two days with the royal family in London. On the first day I would

move around London in a shining black limousine in a pretty white dress with a dark blue

coloured necklace and crown that would match my ring and also my blue high heeled

sandals. I would roam around all the well known places in London like The London Bridge

and then have a great meal at a five star restaurant'

On the second day I would love to visit Buckingham Palace where
the royal wedding had been held. I would treasure every niche of the
famous palace. Then I would shop a lot from all the branded stores. I
would buy high heels, dresses, make- up and so on'

I really wish I was Princess Kate. I am sure I would have shopped so

much that the royal family would have had hardly any money left to
spend !

iif It
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Fatema Hundekari
VIB
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My visit to a hill station
It has always been very hot in Pune every year. This summer my father decided to take us
to Panchgani during the vacation. We were excited and eager to see the place. We set out
for Panchgani by car. It took us about two hours to reach panchgani.

As we entered Panchgani, we were greeted by the beautiful sight of silver oak trees. These
trees are tall, slender and graceful. They lend beauty to the scenery. We stayed at the
Government Tourism bungalow. It was a comfortable place. The climate was cool and
pleasant. It was a welcome change from the burning heat of Pune. We spent our time going
for walks in the morning and evening. Our bungalow was situated on the side of a hill. It
overlooked a deep green valley. It was fun to watch the sunrise and the sunset. panchagani
has many schools and hotels because it is mainly a tourist resort. The places worth visiting
are Sidney Point and Table Land; Table Land is vast stretch of flat land situated on the top of
a hill' All the schools hold important matches there. When climbling up towards Table Land
there is a hollow place known as the Devil's Kitchen. Panchgani has frequent showers in
May. Then the place is filled with a variety of wild flowers and ferns. The fog comes down
from hills and covers everything with a white smoky curtain. Nature has blessed panchgani
with beautiful scenery. Our long walk and cool climate made us very hungry. We ate
heartily in Mahableshwar, another hill station only eleven miles from panchgani. We went
to Mahableshwar on Sunday and enjoyed boating in the lake. We enjoyed the fresh carrots,
strawberries and corns and the horse riding,

I was very sad when our holidays were over. I didn't know that nature could be so magical
until I had experienced it. we came back happy and feeling refreshed.

Nidhi Jain
VIB
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It is quite an experience seeing a bird building a nest in yourgarden. I experienced seeing a
small bird building a nest and then laying eggs.

A month bacl<, I heard some birds chirping in my balcony. I found that they were small,
greenish bird:s who were busy making a nest in one of the trees. It was a small knitted nest
which was made by a tailor bird. The birds stitched the nest with small threads and sticks.
it was a very small, cozy nest but very safe and protected. The father and mother bird had
worked very hard indeed to make the nest. One day, I saw four small eggs in the nest; the
mother bird ltrould sit on her eggs. I waited patiently for the day when the eggs would hatch
and their parents would feed them. Soon that day arrived. I came from
school and saw there were three little birds in the nest. But still there was
one egg left to open up. A few days passed and one day when I was sitting In

the balcony I noticed the fourth and the final egg had hatched. I was
overjoyed. Aftera few days, the birds grew up and flew away. Butthe nest
still remains in my house. I look at the nest and wonder if those birds would
ever come back, Shreya Singhal

VI-A
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Finding my l ray...
It was a lovely day during the monsoon vacation.
The Walkers, a trekking club decided to go on a
trek in the woods. Vanshita, Pratima, Nandini
and I were a part of the club. We travelled in a
huge Volvo bus, singing aloud as we went,

The place we reached was like heaven on earth.
Tall trees and beautiful flowers stretched as far
as we could see. If one looked up, one could see
the light blue sky with a few fluffy, white clouds
here and there. We pitched up our tents and
decided to start trekking. If the weather was
wonderful now, it didn't mean it would stay the same, it would change may be the next day
or even the next moment.

The whole group started together from a point where two trails met and started walking.
Walking deep inside a forest was a totally new experience for me. I wondered if it was ever
possible to be silent here. I could hear bird calls, the buzzing of insects, the grunt of
animals nearby and rustling of leaves as the wind passed. The beauty was indescribable. It
was totally serene. I wondered if I was dreaming !

As we were walking, someone pointed to some beautiful and rare flowers. I sat down
admiring them and collected a few. I was so captivated by the beauty of the flowers that I
didn't see the group walking away! When I finally got up there was nobody to be seen, I
was lost!

I started to panic; there was no way I could figure out where I was! I called loudly "Help,
help!" but nobody came. Then suddenly I recalled that I had seen so many rare things and
could remember them vividly. I made these things my guide. There were the
wild roses and the trees that made a cross and a bush with red berries and
oh, so many more,

I started walking, ticking off the guide marks as I saw them and at last I
reached the camp, It was a joyous reunion for me and my friends!

Kriti Gupta
VI-A
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Friendship
A true friend is someone who walks into your world, when the rest of the world walks out on
you.

A true friend is someone who brings us laughter even in our tears, whose memories make
us smile across the miles and through the years.

A friend is kind and remains truthful to you always and in whose company
we get pleasure.

A friend is someone who listens and understands and whose good advice is

a treasure.

Friends are a part of a series of beautiful things to people, the places and all

the joys that they bring.

An injured owl at Undri !!!
All of us have only heard about owls but very few of us have actually seen an owl. Undri was

very fortunate to acknowledge a special guest, an Australian masked owl, which was

unfortunately injured. The Australian masked owl is a barn owl of Southern New Guinea

and non- desert areas of Australia. It's brown and looks surrounded by a white, heart-
shaped mask. Its coat is brown sideways from light gray spots on the upper back. Its front
is white with brown spots. Its eyes vary from black to dark brown. A masked owl's weight is

23.3 ounces/ 660 g. Their wings generally span 35 - 47 cm. They are one of Australia's
largest owls. The Australian Masked owls inhabit shrubs with timber. In Australia they are

seldom found more than 300 km inland. They roost and nest in large tree hollows near

foraging areas. They are nocturnal and their prey includes rodents, reptiles, birds, insects

and bandicoots. The population of the Australian Masked owl on the mainland is declining
and several states have this owl on the species
conservation status list. This
endangered owl was found on the
Undri grounds with a fractured right
leg. It was fed and given water and
then sent to the authorities of the
Katraj Zoo where it is u nder
treatment.

Nikhil Mengharajani
IX- A

Chetana Mandal
V-D
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The importance of failure
Man is destined to face challenges in life. Life is
not a bed of roses, obstacles and difficulties are
bound to come in the way, All desire success.
However, everybody does not succeed in
achieving his goals. Failures are a part of our lives.
But the one who keeps on striving is crowned with
success eventually.

Success is the result of hard work, firm
determination and dedication. Sometimes, the
attempt proves to be a failure. But failure is a

natural phenomenon. It carries a treasure of
invaluable experience, Success and failure are
two facets of the same coin.

Every failure is a stepping stone to success.
Failure teaches us a lot. It discloses our weakness
that must be overcome. It informs us about the
problem area in our work. It guides and inspires
us to put in more effort. It exposes the weakness
of our planning and it also gives us strength to act
more decisively. When we come to know our limitation we get a hold of the guideline for the
future course of action. Failure, thus prepares a person to go forthe next endeavourwith a
better chance of success. A man who has not tasted failure doesn't know of success. He
becomes too self assured and easy going. Most great men achieved success only after a long
battle with failures. They learnt from their failures.

A standing example of success is our freedom struggle. our courageous
freedom fighters treated every failure as a stepping stone to success. The
restless must make learn in school life that success is not instantaneous.
Rome was not built in a day! Success is bound to follow once we start moving
towards our objectives. One should not be disheartened or disconsolate when
one meets failure on the path to success. rry, try, and success will be yours
one day!
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Knowledge in youth is wisdom in old age

Wisdom of old age is not a belief but a fact of life. It is
experienced with common sense and insight for example
when a toddler reaches towards the dancing flame of
fire, he may feel the heat but doesn't realize the danger.
But if he touches the flame he automatically pulls his
hand away. The knowledge he gains is not to touch fire.
The wisdom he gains is the next time he sees fire he will
not go anywhere close to it.

Our elders are wiser because they have lived the
enriching experiences and through this gained
understanding of what life is, Decades of mistakes have
made them wiser and given them all insight into solving
problems. Wisdom also gives ability to make the correct
judgment. The good judgment of the elderly has been a

result of the wise and unwise choices they had made.
When our parents, grand parents and teachers leave
behind rich experience to their children and students it
can prove to be very helpful. Thus, advice by elders is not to be ridiculed as we youngsters
often do, but it must be chewed and mulled over so that they may learn to make the right
choices. In the words of Alfred Lord Tennyson, "Knowledge comes but wisdom lingers..."
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True Friendship
You must have heard the saying "A friend in need is
a friend indeed"! What is a friend? The Oxford
Dictionary defines a friend as a person with whom
we enjoy mutual affection and respect, a
sympathizer, helper or patron.

Good friends always look out for our best interests.
They not only praise us for our virtues and extend
full support in our purposeful endeavours but when
needed they do not shy away from pointing out our
faults and bad habits, A good friend will discourage
us from getting involved in mischief which is
harmful to us and to others. We must accept
criticism from our friends with an open mind and
strive for self improvement.

Your true friend will never distract you from class
explanation or distract you from studies. Instead
your friend will always be around to help you with
any problems you face, like completion of notes if you're not in class or if you miss the class
explanation.

Every one of us has some flaws, weakness or negative points but friends help each other to
overcome their fault. Friends influence the development of our personality. The company
you keep is a reflection of the type of person you are, so we must choose friends carefully
and avoid those who tend to lead us astray. We need to prove to be true friends by caring
genuinely for our friends and being there for them just like they are for us.

Remember in the eyes of sincere friendship we get the true reflection of what
we are and what we ought to be.

Gibraan Jafar
VII-A
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Save Nature for the future
'Nature is meant for man's need, not for man's greed'

So true are Gandhiji's words! Imagine if there were no trees, rivers or lush green hills and
mountains, If the land was rough and barren. If there were no birds oranimals, hardly any
rain...imagine if you had one cup of water to drink the whole day instead of eight glasses and
the kindness of nature vanished I That is what the future of our world could be like unless we

control our greed. Nature provides us with so many things, the most important of which is

oxygen, water and food. However, due to our selfishness we are harming mother nature.
The world is suffering. Trees are being chopped to build places to live, amusement parks and
factories. The increase in population has resulted in the increase of waste generation. Our
rivers are turning black and polluted yet most of us are under the impression that we can
pollute the environment forever without any repercussions, but we are totally wrong. Due to
our ignorance, the ozone layer which saves us from the harmful ultraviolet rays of the sun is
getting depleted. That is why global warming is an important issue.

We should not only have respect for Mother Nature but also find better ways to conserve it,
Don't forget - "Nature is the greatest gift of Mankind".

Shivani Desai
,",' '., VIII - A
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An Autobiography of a doughnut
I am a doughnut or as my trendy friends say, a 'donut'.My core is filled with a scrumptious savory
sweet filling which is the brown sticky thing you humans make out of those bittersweet cocoa
beans,Let me tell you the story of my life. I now live above with my actual creator (you'll soon
learn why).

I was once just all-purpose flour. I lead a peaceful life in that sack full of my clones, but alas, I
was sold off to 'Dunkin Donuts'.I made new friends.... Some became my best friends in due
course - Sugar, Milk, Butter and Yeast. One fine day, we were kneaded together into a ball of
dough, and a pairof huge chunky hands moulded us into, well, the round shape of a donut. Like
all the others, I was dipped into the bubbly, golden yellow liquid humans call 'oil' (I always hated
that noisy oil) and was deep fried in it.

I didn't look so appealing. I was certain a human wouldn't eat such an ugly blob of flour. (I liked it
that way)One of those tiny Homo sapiens saw me, and said in his squeaky little voice, "Ooh!
Mommy! That little donut like thing looks like the statue of liberty." Personally, I have no idea
where he got that from. (Although I do fancy that statue.) So, to save me from any further
shame, my bakerdressed me in a nicevelvetycoatof vanilla icing and colourfulsprinkles. There
I lay, resting on a silver tray in freezing cold, in a refrigerator (I preferred the oil), waiting like a
fool for someone to buy rre and rip my heart and soul apart.

I thought. No, I am not going to just sit here and let those reprehensible humans take me away. I
am a dough-nut!! I have my own rights too!! I have the right to live my own peaceful lifel I am
going to run away and I swear never to see the horrible crime of people eating doughnuts. You're
the genius ones who thought of 'Live and let live' and 'Do unto others as you wish them to do unto
you'. Well, abide by your rules, humans.

A big mistake. My pride had overpowered me, and so I had to pay the price. I tried to flee from
the shop. I leaped down from my plate and started rolling towards the door. Of course, the
inevitable happened.A kid the size of a trash can (yes, those enormous horrifying buckets with
all the litter in them) walked in, prodded me off the glossy floor and exclaimed, "Mommy lookl
The statue donut I saw inside! Can I keep him please, please?"

"No, Bob, he's not yours." I silently gave out a cry of relief which turned into a muffled "Eeii!" He
was choking me.He looked at me and reluctantly put me down. I rolled myself
out the door to freedom just to be eaten by those furry things which play with
yarn and eat those rodents which keep stealing the cheese in the fridge. Now I
rest in peace with my creator.My advice to all the humans, down below. First,
stop eating dough-nuts (it hurts). Second, follow your own advice - let
everyone live in peace. Be sensible. Else, you'll have to pay the price like me
(lucky, you won't be eaten though).

Monica Kawade
VII B
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History Mystery :

John F. Kennedy - ABRAHAM LINCOLN

Abraham Lincoln was elected to Congress in 1846.

John Kennedy was elected to Congress in 1946.

Abraham Lincoln was elected President in 1860.

John Kennedy was elected President in 1960.

Both were particularly concerned with Civil rights.

Both's wives lost their children while living in The White House'

Both Presidents were shot on a Friday.

Both Presidents were shot in the head,

Now it gets really weird.

Lincoln's secretary was named Kennedy.

Kennedy's secretary was named Lincoln.

Both were assassinated by a southerner.

Both were succeeded by southerners named Johnson'

Andrew Johnson who succeeded Lincoln was born in 1808.

Lyndon Johnson who succeeded Kennedy was born in 1908.

John Wikes Booth who assassinated Lincoln was born in 1839.

Lee Harvey Oswald who assassinated Kennedy was born in 1939.

Both assassins were know by their 3 names.

Both are composed of 15 letters. Now hang on to your seat.

Lincoln was shot at in the theatre named 'Ford'.

Kennedy was shot in a car called Lincoln made by 'Ford"'
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The amazing adventures of Chad the eraser :
(Sequel to 'A Day In The Life Of A Pencil By Aditi Murti')
This is the story of a heroic lump of rubber, better known as an erase[ whose name is Chad !

In a dark, warm and comfortable stationery pouch and asleep was an eraser named Chad.
He was dead tired after spending the whole night erasing errors from his owner Julie's
Physics diagrams. He suddenly woke and shivered a bit. Honestly, he was a bit relieved to be
awake, as he had been having a nightmare which he had aptly titled, "attack of the tenses."

Suddenly he realized that his best friend Marc, the pencil was missing. Chad let out a
rubbery squeak. At that time, Julie took him out of the pouch to erase the doodles she had
made on her table, It was school time. Chad frantically scanned the classroom to see where
he was, Of course, Julie had no problem; she was using the mechanical pencil, which she
had borrowed from her classmate sitting behind. "Hey Manny, any sign of Marc!" enquired
Chad.

"No, I haven't seen him since morning !"

"Thanks mate" Chad said sullenly.

when Chad went back into the pouch, his friends Penny, the Sharpener, Sally,

the Rulerand Ryan, the Staplerwere waiting for him.

"Any sign of Max!" asked Sally.

"No, Even Manny hasn't seen him!" Chad replied.

He then continued, "Look we need to find Max. He cannot go to the dustbin he's too young to
be a pencil ghost... he's not even a stub yet!""Yes" agreed Ryan, the stapler"Max helped me
retain my peace of mind, to have good karma. He can't be gone so fast!"

At this, Sally the ruler burst into tears. Penny consoled Sally and said, "But, what do we do!"

At this moment, Julie opened the pouch and took out Penny. She had borrowed another
pencil from a neighbour. Penny and the pencil exchanged pleasantries but then Penny
spotted something from the corner of her eye. It was an American HB pencil, lying near
really tall kid Rowan's legs. "MAX" screamed Penny. Max looked up. "Help, penny, help!
Please..." but before he could say more, Penny was put back in the pouch.
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"Guys!" screamed Penny, "I know where Max is," She told them about his plight.

"Okay then, let's go get him" said a very earnest looking Chad. "But wait" Penny exclaimed,
"Aren't we a little too, well, you know, non living to just walk across and rescue Max?" "Well,

we can talk, can't we!" exclaimed Sally. "Yeah, Sally's right," said Chad, "I've noticed

humans need two limbs to walk on, Ryan, you have two limbs, can you try two more?"

Ryan thought about it, "Maybe, I can. I don't see why I can't!" "So listen gUys, here's the
plan" said Chad. "We all know how really tall kid Rowan keeps kicking his legs around, right.

We're going to take advantage of that. In five minutes the Math class will end and Julie will
go to talk to her friend, Natalie, who sits diagonally opposite her, First Ryan, the stapler, will

lift us out of the pouch. Then Ryan will perch Sally on the side of the desk to make a virtual
see-saw, with me on the launching side, Penny will be on the opposite side ... as soon as I am

settled; Penny will launch me to really tall kid Rowan's bench. There I will fasten Max to

myself and get out safely."

"But how!" cried Sally.

"Simple" said Chad, who had become quite the overnight physicist, "Judging by Rowan's

kicking radius and with the mass of his leg and the force he applies, all of which are

superlative, he will launch both of us towards Natalie's desk, exactly where Julie is standing,

Julie will quite obviously recognize her stationery. She's not as dumb as her brothe4 our
previous owner," Ryan said, "Great plan Chad, but you should be careful. Sometimes, I do

worry about Julie's mental capabilities."

"All right then, Max! We're coming for you!"squeaked Chad. Just then the bell rang and

signaling the end of the Math class and then Julie stood up and walked towards Natalie. The

stationery put their plan into action and Chad had successfully been launched towards Max.

Poor Max was in a pretty bad state. He kept muttering "Um... Yah... Ducks... Cheese," again

and again. With a herculean effort, Chad fastened Max to himself while complaining in a soft

voice, so that Max wouldn't wake up to the irritation of having extra large friends.

At this time, dear readers comes a twist in their tale. You see as any science teacher would

tell you that you can't become a physicist overnight Chad discovered this law of life when he
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realized that he had calculated Rowan's mass and the force he applied a little too less

superlatively. Thus Chad and Max found themselves being treated to a rather painful kick,

which was also aimed a little too high. Max and Chad whistled past Julie's ear and smacked

themselves on... the science teacher's forehead I

The teacher's sweet smile melted and Darth Vader took control. "Rowan ! ! Out of this class! !

Nowl" Rowan dragged himself off his seat and walked towards the door. "Now class," said the
teacher, the smile returning, "did you all do the 180,000,000,000 word essay on the
different types of tenses that I had assigned to you?" "Hey, but you said only 9,
00,000,000,000!!" piped up a kid from the back. "Yes my dear. Of course I did, But now I
increase it to 180,000,000,000 and Rowan dear, you will write 27O, O00,000, 00 for your
charming behaviour," Then the teacher shut the door on his face before he could protest.
Both Chad and Max, who had woken up due to Rowan's rather painful kick, were trying to
stifle their laughter.

"Now, all those children who have finished their work please bring it forward," shouted the
teacher, Julie got up and brought her notebook to the teacher. At once, she recognized the
stationery, Chad was grateful that at least he had made no mistake in judging Julie's mental
capabilities, She quietly slipped Max and Chad into her pocket and on returning to her desk,
put them in the pouch. Immensely tired, both Max and Chad dozed of immediately.

When they woke up Max told them that the kid sitting ahead of really tall kid Rowan had

borrowed him and lost him. He then turned to Chad, "It was all because of you, mate. If it
weren't for you, I'd be a pencil ghost by now." Chad smiled back while all his other friends
showered compliments on him, Chad had become quite a legend. And so, here concludes
our story about Chad, the Eraser.

Aditi Murti
IX-A
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The right attitude'the key to success

If you can't change your fate, change your
attitude. We all would like to be successful.
Yet, many have thousands of reasons why they
do not succeed. In truth, all we need is to
adopt the right attitude to succeed. Great men
and women share this opinion Thomas
Jefferson wrote, "Nothing can stop a man with
the right mental attitude from achieving his
goal; nothing on earth can help the man with
the wrong mental attitude."

What is an attitude? It is our disposition,
perspective, viewpoint, or outlook. It is how we view the world. Frederick Lang Bridge

expressed it well when he wrote, "Two men look out of the same prison bars; one sees mud

and the other; stars," What do you see?

It's almost as if we are wearing sunglasses. The glasses we choose to wear determine what
we see. Polarized glasses for instance, can remove reflections and give us a clearer view of
reality. On the other hand, yellow or blue glasses distort the world, giving everything a

yellowish or bluish appearance.

We don't experience reality directly, but filter it with our mind. That is, we don't see things as

they are; we see things as we are. We interpret our experiences, labelling them as good or
bad, However, our interpretations do not affect reality; they just affect us .Some people love

the cold weather because it's perfect. Others hate the cold. Obviously, our feelings have no

influence on the temperature.

However, our emotions have a great impact on our lives, bringing us happiness or
unhappiness. Some of us can discover opportunity in every difficulty; others find nothing
but difficulty in every opportunity - same circumstances, but different sunglasses and

different attitudes. So, it is our attitude, not fate that determines our degree of success. This

is not a new idea the Greek Philosopher Epictetus wrote, more than 2000 years ago, "It's not
what happens to you, but how you react to it that matters." Again, 500 years earlier Buddha

taught, "We are what we think. All that we are arises with our thoughts. With our thoughts
we make the world."
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However, it wasn't until the nineteenth century that an enormous contribution to
understanding attitude was made by the American psychologist, William James. He
revealed that our attitude was optional. We have a choice. We can choose how we think. In
his words, "The greatest discovery of my generation is that human beings can alter their
lives by altering their attitudes of mind." Not only did he teach us that we have a choice, but
he taught us how to change our attitude, It's simple: just behave the way you want to
become. Are you a pessimist who wishes to become an optimist? If so, pretend to be
optimistic! For when you change your behaviour; you change the world ! You see, the world is
a mirror, If you always act grumpy, you will find everyone you meet behaves in the same
manner. But if you start pretending that you are cheerful and helpful, guess what? Everyone
will respond in a like manner, and as they do so, your attitude will start changing. You will
have a reason to be optimistic for you will discover people are cheerful and kind if given the
chance.

It is not the position, but the disposition.

A distant relative of mine, Mr. Pradeep Dev, paid for college by taking a part-time job as a
retail salesman, Unlike some co workers, he didn't whine about minimum wages. He never
thought, "Why should I work hard when I'm not being paid enough?" on the contrary, he
realized there are no menial jobs, only menial attitudes. He was an optimist. He believed
that whatever his salary, he should always do his best. After graduation he stayed on but
started working full-time. Others, who had been working at the store longer than Dev,
couldn't understand how he got a full-time job when they didn't. They didn't realize the
difference a right attitude can make.

Mr. Dev continued to do his best. Before long, he was promoted as store manager. He did so
well in his new job that the Head Office took him out of the store and put him on road as a
sales representative. Once again, he excelled, so well, that he was moved to Head Office as
the new 'National Sales Manager' of one of the product lines. There's nothing that can stop a
positive attitude and Mr. Dev went on to become the 'Vice President of Sales
and Marketing'for his company, a chain of more than 120 stores. oh, by the
way, some of the people he started working with in retail are still there still
complaining. What a difference a positive attitude can make!

Manish Chugani
VIII - A
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4
Step 5

Step 6
Step 7

Step B

Step 9
Step 10
Step 11

Step 12

I know your age
Many a times you find it difficult to find somebody's age especially when you ask a lady. So,
here is a trick to find a person's birth date and age,

Follow these steps:
Add 18 to your birthday month.
Multiply by 25
Subtract 333
Multiply by B

Subtract 554
Divide by 2
Add your birth date
Multiply by 5
Add 692
Multiply by 20
Add only the last 2 digits of year.
Subtract 32940 to get your Birth date,

E,g,: If the answer is L2L299 means that you were born on 12'n December 1999. If the
answer is not right your followed instructions incorrectly or lied about your birthday.

Akshat Mehta
VII-A

The chemistery of laughter
State - laughter is a gaseous form of matter.

Occurance - it is a gas which is invisible and omnipresent. It is found in

abundance in the back benches of a class,

Type - it is of innumerable types but the three most important ones ar€
bumper (ha ha ha!!).

Super bumper (hee, hee, hee!!!) And..... Smile.

Preparation - it can be prepared by a slight mistake in the pronunciation of a teacher or
some mischievous acts in class.

Uses - used to elevate the boredom of a lesson. Also used to conceal one's foolishness,

Test - presence of gas can be detected by whispers and mischievous facial expressions.

Inference - it's an exo-thermal reaction, in which the temperature may increase depending
upon various external factors.

Ayushee Jain
VII B
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The love and care of a mother
We all have heard of Mother Teresa and her
miracles. Mother Teresa was born in the year
1910 in a small and secluded place of Albania.
Her parents named her Gonxha (pronounced
Gohn -jay) which meant a rose bud. From
childhood, Gonxha was very spiritual and
always loved praying, Afterthe tragic death of
her father Nikota, the family was pressed
upon hard times, So Drana, Gonxha's mother
decided to weave and sell carpets to earn a

living,

One morning a missionary from India came to
Gonxha's town to speak and preach, This was
the event that changed Gonxha's life. After this she decided to help the poor and the needy.
She decided to become a missionary and go to India. She took permission from her family
and applied to the order, the Loreto Convent. After a month, her application was accepted.
She left her family and Albania forever. She arrived in Calcutta, about a fortnight later, she
was now Sister Teresa. She was very saddened by the poverty around her, To be able to talk
to the common people, she learnt Hindi and Bengali. She worked very hard trying to lessen
the poverty and unhappiness of the people. She yearned to go out in the streets and the
slums with the poorest of the poor, trying to help and comfort them. She was on a train to
Darjeeling, when she first heard the call of God.

This changed her once again. The Lord told her to help the poorest of the poor and to leave
the comfort of the convent and be active in the streets and slums giving help to those who
needed it. This incident inspired her and on her arrival at Darjeeling, she wrote
a letter to Father Van Exam, the head of the convent, asking him to let her
leave the Convent and be in the streets and slums helping the needy. From
then Mother Teresa worked very hard, She set up orphanages, children's
homes and hospitals. In L964, she was awarded the Padma Shri. In 1979 she
was conferred the Bharat Ratna, the highest award given to civilians in India
and in 1983, she was finally conferred the prestigious Nobel Peace Prize. Saransh Sinha

VII-B
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Self motivation
'Be bold when you lose and be calm when you win'is a very famous quote that implies to this
very topic'Self Motivation'. There is a very well known adage - heated gold becomes an

ornament, depleted stone becomes a statue, beaten copper become wires, so the more
pain you get in life the better you become.

We need to develop self motivation skills and learn to stay totally focused in seeing the

creative visualization that is necessary to accomplish our tasks at hand. It seems that man

is always in the pursuit of the holy grail of proven self motivational tips and techniques and

strategies that have been proven effective. Do you think they will work for you? It doesn't
matter whether you are trying to lose weight and have specific weight loss goals or on the
job pursuing our career goals,

Self motivation is needed in all aspects of our business goals and objectives in life without
which one just exists and does not live life to its fullest potential. In orderto be successful

and knowing how to succeed one must develop the proper mindset, have a positive attitude
and have specific goal objectives.

A different perspective can yield better results. Therefore, we should learn to be open to all

possibilities and not change potential results with narrow, limited thinking.

Vaishnavi Puranik
VII- A
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An exam is like a cricket match
Exam hall

Exam Sheet

Pen

Questions

Questions Paper

Tough Question

Correct Fluke

Unknown Questions
Invigilator

Pa rtn er

Help needed

Copying

Caught copying

Open book question

Visiting the Washroom

Misjudged an easy question

Space between benches

Stood 1st in an Exam

Medium paper

Tough paper(fail)

Easy paper(pass)

End of an Exam

Overall marks

No. of wrong answers

Total Marks

Ground

Pitch

Bat

Balls

Line up

Bouncer

Wide

No Ball

Umpire

Non Striker

Substitute

Taking a run

Run out

Free Hit

Return Declare

Bowled

22 yards of distance

Man of the match

Match tied

Lost the match

Won the match

End of the match

Score Board

Wickets lost.

Runs,

Kabeer Bhatia
VII A
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The School Song
We sing our School Song,
with a voice loud and strong,
We chant "Bishop's" name with a will
It's the School that we honour,
the best School of all !

Let our chorus now re-echo to the hills,

The pure Deccan winds
waft our theme to the world,
We are proud of our past, and today
May God bless our dear School
and enkindle the flame
In each spirit that within her works and plays

The flowers all around
speak of beauty serene,
And as symbols of strength the hills stand,
While the "Mulla" like progress
flows on through the days,
Nature's lessons are before us to command

The years will press on,
and the cares of the world
May make us forget for a while,
But the thought of the School
Shall inspire us anew,
Give us courage, greater strength and peace of mind

When life's work is done
and the past echoes by,
And we ponder on days left behind,
We shall look back with pride
on the School that we love,
The Alma Mater that our memories enshrine.

And when at long last
our life's course we have run,
May the world be aware of us then,
That we honoured our School that
taught us how to live,
To be "Thorough" to be true, and to be men.

Let the welkin resound with our loud clarion call,
"Play up Bishop's ! never let our Colours fall !"
"Play up Bishop's ! never let our Colours fall !"

By A. E. Lunn



Briefly, a CROZIER is the staff carried by a Bishop. lt is used to
protect and lead the faithful. The crook at the top of the staff is used

to draw those who stray from the faith. In effect it is considered to be

both a rod and a staff, a rod for goading or punishing the spiritually

lazy, and the staff for leading the flock in ways that are Godly.
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